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ABSTRACT 

"In its primitive uses , language functions as a link in concerted 

human activity, as a piece of human behaviour. It is a mode of 

action and not an instrument of refiection" (Malinowski 1923). 

In this field study report, the author investigates behaviour 

associated with inviting in order to see if there is any effect on the 

language used across cultures due to factors such as status, age, 

gender in actual social interactions. 

Chapter one gives a brief introduction to the important role of the 

English Language in the world in general, and in Vietnam 

nowadays in particular, and a review of Teaching Methods which 

have been used in Vietnam so far. 

Chapter two will deal with Lhe theoretical background, language 

competences including linguistic competence, sociolinguistic 

competence and communicative competence. In addition, speech 

act theory , face work, distance, power in relation to status, age 

and gender as well as reviews research on the differences between 

spoken and written are also discussed. 

Chapter three defines the structure of an invite with its social and 

cultural characteristics focussing on the natural structure of a 

spoken invitation. 
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Chapter four describes research and data analysis of the issuing, 

accepting and declining of spoken invitations used by Vietnamese 

speakers of Vietnamese (VSV). 

Chapter five contains the data analysis of the issuing, accepting 

and declining of spoken invitations used by Australian speakers of 

English (ASE). 

Chapter six discusses the comparison of Vietnamese and 

Australian spoken invitations, the main difference being found in 

the use of much more direct forms used in VSY as opposed to more 

tentative forms preferred by ASEs. Directness of form, however, 

does not reflect a lack of politeness, which is conveyed to a much 

larger extent by other prosodic and paralinguistic features. 

Chapter seven is a brief cross-cultural investigation of the spoken 

invitations of Vietnamese learners speaking English. This shows 

up a degree of cross-cultural interference and offers some 

implications for the classroom. 

Chapter eight contains a summary and conclusion. The result!; 

of the study may suggest that Vietnamese learners of English need 

to be taught not only linguistic competence but also communicative 

competence with an emphasis on cultural and social factors. 

Spoken invitations which really have some function in actual 

interactions need to be incorporated in the program for teaching 

spoken English. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCDON 

1. l ENGLISH AS AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 

English today is used in diverse circumstances in many 

countries. Ry 1975, English was the sole official language of 

twenty-one nations, and in sixteen more it is now the co-official 

language of government, education, broadcasting and 

publishing. According to Bailly and Gorlash (1984), at a 

conservative estimate, some 300 million people speak English as 

a second language, and a further .1-400 m.illion use it with a lower 

level of proficiency (Abbott et al: 1981). 

l 2 THE ROLE OF ENGLISH lN VIETNAM 

After thirty years of a long and hard war, peace was restored to 

Vietnam and the country completely re-unified in 1975. Since 

then, for the first time in Vietnamese history, people from three 

divided areas - North, Central and Sout.h - have lived under the 

same roof; and education in the whole country has gone through 

many great changes, not least in the teaching and learning of 

foreign languages. Foreign languages are now seen as of vit..al 

importance, being regarded more and more as "a master key" to 

every door in the field of modern science, technology. diplomacy, 

culture, education, commerce and chiefly international co

operation. English has become not only an effective tool in 

gaining remarkable achievements to modern scientific and 



technical infonnati.on but is also nowadays a necessary medium 

of communication with English speakers in a wide variety of 

business, technical and social situations. 

1.3 ENGLISH TEACHING IN VIETNAM 

In recent years, three main foreign languages, Russian, French 

and English have been taught in schools, colleges and 

universities. A major shift in emphasis, marking a new social 

crend in the 1980s, was the move from learning Russian to 

learning English. The latter has gained more and more favour 

and, in many educational establishments, English is now chosen 

as the first and, often compulsory foreign language. As a result 

of this change, along with the increase in overseas training of 

teachers and greater access to new teaching materials, there has 

been a great deal of concern to find the best teaching methods to 

maintain the new trend. 

For a long time, in Vietnam, the Grammar-Translation Method 

was the most widely used method, especially in high schools and 

universities and colleges where English was taught to non-major 

tertiary students whose only need was to gain proficiency in 

reading comprehension. 'T'his method provided the students with 

a wide literary vocabulary and a focus on grammatical rules as a 

basis for translating texts from the source language. It did not, 

however, pay any attention to the gaining of communicative 

proficiency. 
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A very few pPople were taught in the µast by the Dlrect Method. 

Although it focused on active oral interaction, it was not a good 

alternative to the Grammar- Translation Met.hod, since it was 

successful mostly with small groups and native-speaker 

teachers. As Brown (1987 : 58)) remarked: 

"The Direct Method did not take well in public education 

whe.re the constraints of budget, classroom size and 

teacher background made such a method difficult to use." 

To some extent, the Audio-Lingual Method has been used in 

combination with other methods in Vietnam but it reveals some 

weaknesses in teaching long-term communicative proficiency. 

ln recent years, the communicative approach, focussing on 

communicative and social competence has been highlighted and 

discussed enthusiastically in many seminars and workshops 

organised from Australia, UK and USA. However, so far, there 

has been a lack of complete understanding and approval of the 

new methods used, which, together with a shortage of qualified 

teachers, in.sufficient quantity of materials and teaching aids and 

especially of good teaching conditions such as good classrooms, 

light, desks, chalk-boards etc, hns meant that it has had limited 

success. 

H. may be that no single method will suit our particular situation 

and some combination of the above methods may have to be 

further examined for the future. However, in the meantime, 

there is a growing awareness of the need for communicative 

proficiency. 
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1.4 PROBLEMS OF VIETNAMESE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH 

In general, English teaching in Vietnam seems to provide the 

learners with a certain level of knowledge of the language. 

However, many Vietnamese speakers of English, who may be 

fairly fluent or have a good command of the English language, 

sometimes suffer from unexpected culture shock when they come 

to a new environment and talce part in real communication with 

native speakers of the target language. They have had 

insufficient preparation for the fact that socio-cultural norms 

differ from one speech commW1ity to another. 

"Languages differ from one another not only in. such areas 

as phonology, syntax and the lexicon but in the very use to 

which these linguistic resources are put. Patterns of 

interaction vary, sometimes strikingly, from one speech 

community to another." 
(Wo/fsnn 1983: 61) 

Therere, Vietnamese speakers who have just come to an English 

speaking country may have some difficulty with respect to 

interference when interacting with native speakers of the target 

language. Such expressions as "How are you?", commonly used 

as a greeting in Australia, will be taken as an inquiry about 

health. On the other hand, expressions such as "What are you 

doing? "Where are you going?" regarded in Vietnamese as a 

friendly greeting in an informal situation; or "How old are you?", 

"Are you married?" and "How much do you earn?", which are 

used to show concern and some attempt at intimacy, n.re highly 

inappropriate in an English-speaking country and may cause 

considerable embarrassment or indeed offence. 
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One area that is not without potential misunderstanding is the 

field of invitations. Personal experience in this field has caused 

the author embarrassment. Language teaching, therefore, must 

provide its students not only with grammatical and Jexical 

competence, but with sociolinguistic and cultural competence as 

well. 

1.5 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

This study is a cross-cultural study and will focus mainly on 

spoken invitations in Vietnamese and in English and aims: 

to analyse patterns of spoken invitations and responses in 

English commonly used by Australian speakers of 

English; 

to analyse patterns of Vietnamese spoken invitations and 

the responses in Vietnamese commonly used by the 

Vietnamese. , 

to compare the above patterns in order to see if there arc 

any similarities and differences between them; 

to investigate spoken invitations used by Vietnamese 

speakers of English and to investigate if any cross•cultural 

interference occurs. 
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1.6 INVESTIGATTONS. 

'T'he purpose of the 8tudy is 

a) to draw out some essential factors (status, age, gender) 

which may have different effects on the language across 

culture. 

b) to outli.ne some implications for teaching spoken 

English to Vietnamese speakers of English with due 

attention to the teaching of the function of invitation in 

spoken interaction. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 THEMEANINGOFCOMPEI'ENCE 

2.1.1 Linguistic competence 

Chomsky (1965), in building his theory of linguistic description, 

reformulated the basic distinction of competence, the underlying 

knowledge of a system, and performance, the observable 

manifestation of that competence. His view was that competence 

is like the idealised speaker•hcarer who does not display any 

performance variables such as hesitations, false starts, errors 

etc. Performance, accon).ing to him, does not reflect underlying 

linguistic ability and should therefore not be taken into account 

in a linguistic theory. Knowing a language was equated with 

knowing the grammar and lexis of that language, and 

grammatical and lexical competencP. was the knowledge 

underlying our ability lo produce and understand sentences in a 

language. 

2.1.2 Communicativecomp:3tcnce 

It was Hymes (1972) who drew attention to the notion that 

Chomsky's view of competence as being only a grammatical 

compet.ence was too limited. He pointed out that "there are rules 

of use without which the rules of grammar would be useless." A 

native speaker has the ability to use and interpret language m 

interaction and in social context. A native speaker has what has 
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been called 'communicative competence·, that is, the knowledge 

of "when to speak, when not to and as to what to talk about with 

whom, when, where, in what manner" (Hymes 1972: 277); or as 

Wolfson (1983: 61) puts it, 

"Knowing when it is appropriate to open a conversation 

and how. what topics are appropriate to particular ~peech 

Pvents, which forms of address are to be used, to whom 

and in which situation, and how such speech acts as 

greetings, apologies, invitations, and compliments are to 

be given, interpreted and responded to." 

With the wider definition of competence, performance 

phenomena became important, too. Hesitation8, reformulations, 

exclamations etc. might be meaningful 

''Any stretch of speech is an imperfect indication of the 

knowledge that underlies it, but intuitively one can see that 

what to grammar is imperfect may be the artful 

accomplishment of a social act." (Hymes: 1971: 272) 

The term communicative competence, therefore, means knowing 

the rules of grammar, vocabulary, and semantics, as well as 

rules of speaking * the patterns of sociolinguistic behaviour of the 

speech communities. (Richards: 1985) 

Canale and Swain (1980) and Canale (1983) have further defined 

communicative competence, extending the definition to four 

different caLegories: grammatical competence, which refers to 

"knowledge of lexical items and rules of morphologJ.', syntax, 

sentence-grammar semantics, and phonology" (Canale and 

Swain: 1980: 29); discourse competence, the ability to function 

above the sentence level in stretches of discourse; sociolinguistic 

competence, which is similar to Hymes's view of communicative 
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competence, and, fourthly, strategic competence. Strategic 

competence means the verbal and non-verbal strategies that may 

be called into action ta compensate for breaking down in 

communication due tu performance variables because of 

insufficient competence. 

In 1987, Bachman reorganized the model of communicative 

competence or communicative language proficiency into the 

following model: 

COMMUNICATIVE GUAGE PROFICIENCY 

LANGUAGE 
CO PElENCE 

ORGANJZA TIONAL 

~Cc 

STRATEGIC 
COMP[lENCE SKUS 

/"--._ 
Productive Receptive 

/'-... /'-... 
Oral Visual Aura\ Visual 

GRAMM A TICAl TEXTUAL 
COMPETENCE 

Phonology/ 
Graphology 

Syntax 

Morphology 

COM~NCE PRAGMATIC 

I "-..... COMPETENCE 

Cohesion Rha!orical /\.. 

Organiz:a!ion / "' 

1llOC:UT!ONAnY SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
COMPETENCE COMPETENCE 

A framework for Describing Communicative Lnngua,ze Proficiency 

(Bachman in Brown:1987) 

Linguistic competence is seen as being made up of 

organizational competence (grammatical and discourse or 

''textual" competence) and sociolinguistic competence, which 

a1ong with functional competence, forms the major element of 

pragmatic competence. 
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2.1.3 Social and cultural oompetence 

Although in our modern society now, we have all kinds of 

impersonal communication such as the mass media, which 

make life more comfortable and more convenient, personal 

communication is still very important. In talking about the 

function of speech, Hudson (1980) emphasizes different uses of 

speech in establishing and reinforcing social relations including 

phatic communion (Malinowski's term), the kind of chit-chat 

people apply to show that they recognize each other presence, 

speech for expressing emotion, or relations between the 

participants and social constraints in social interaction. 

Socio.I competence has been defined by Richards (1983: 61) as "our 

use of the knowledge of the rules of grammatical and 

communicative competence to realize and maintain social goals 

and to create harmonious interpersonal relationships." 

Individuals need to know who they are speaking to and how to 

liehave and react properly in different situations to maintain 

solidarity as well as to build up good relationships among 

themselves. In social interaction, different types of constraints 

are imposed on individuals because of lack of social competence.: 

"Social constraints on speech can apply not just to speech 

but to social behauiour ... and the accepted term for aspects 
of behaviour through which people infl,uence and react to 

each other in social interaction." (Hudson: 1980: 108) 

Hudson (1980) has also stressed the importance of speech 1n 

social life and has suggested that society controls speech in two 
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ways. Firstly, society provides a set of norms, which we learn to 

follow, but these norms may vary from society to society, though 

some may be more universal than others. Secondly, society 

provides the motivation for adhering to the norms, and for 

putting effort into speech (as into social interaction in general). 

ln addition, society may provide a set of concepts which may be 

thought and talked about. 

In second language teaching and learning, the teaching of social 

competence is of great importance. In parallel with social 

compet.encc, cultural competence is of no less importance. 

"Culture is a way of life, culture is the context within 

which we exist, thinh, feel, relate to others. It is the glue 

that binds n group of people together" (Brown: 1987: 122) 

Larson and Smalley (1972) describP. culture as a "blueprint" that 

"governs our behaviour in groups, makes us sensitwe to 

matters of status, and help us know what others expect of 

us and what will happen if we do not lfoe up to their 

e:rpeclations. Culture helps us to know how far we can go 

a.s individuals and what our responsibility is to the &roup. 

Different cultures are the underlying structure.,;; which 

make Round community round and Square community 

square." (Larson and Smalley : 1972 : 39) 

The lr.arning of another language involves learning that culture, 

overcoming the personal and transaetianal barriers presented by 

two cultures in contact, to avoid cultural stereotyping, alienation 

in the process of learning a second language as well as 

alienation from people in their own culture. 
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2.2 SPEECIIACfS 

"Speech act theory has to do with the functions and uses of 

language , so in the broadest sense we might say that 

speech acts are all the acts we per-form through speaking , 

all the things we do when we speak." 

(Schmidt and Richards 1983: 101) 

It was the philosopher, J. L. Austin (1962) who first pointed out 

that speakers 'do' things with word::;. In 'How To Do Things 

With Words· (1962), Austln suggested that some utterances are 

not simple questions or statements of information, but are 

actions. If a speaker produces utterance::; in some appropriate 

circumstances, for example: 

1 l bet a pound that l!arry falls off the ladder. 

2 l promise to play Scrabble with you tomorrow. 

3 I bequeath you all my back copies of Playboy. 

in fact, the speaker has not just made statements about betting, 

promising and bequeathing. Such utterances aro actually a bet, 

a promise and a bequest which carry the notion of 'No sooner 

said than done·. 
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Searle (1975), considering the purpose of an act from the 

speaker's perspective, divided his taxonomy of speech acts into 

five basic categories; 

I representatives: tell people how things are 

(e.g.deny, report, suggest, etc) 

2 directives: try to get Hearer to do something (e.g. 

order, request, and more subtly invite, 

dare and challenge) 

3 commissives: 

4 expressives: 

5 declarutives: 

commit the speaker tu do something 

(e_g_ promise, threat, invite, etc.) 

express feelings and attitudes 

(e.g. thank, deplure, apologize, etc.) 

bring about changes in the world (e.g. 

name, call, announce, etc) 

Besides Scarle's classification of the speech acts, many other 

taxonomies have been suggested. Fraser (1975) added categories 

such as acts of evaluating, acts of suggesting, and acts of 

stipulating. Hancher (1979) suggested that certain acts have 

elements of both cornmissive and directive illocutionary force. 

Inviting is one of these acts and the rationale for including this 

in two categones will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

2.2. I Dfrect speech acts and indirect speech acts 

8peech acts can be categorized into direct and indirect acts. 

Direct speech acts arc those where surface form matches 

lntcractiona1 function (Saville-Troike 1982:13). These are cases in 

which the speaker (S) intend8 to produce some illocutionary effect 
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on the hearer (H) by getting H to be aware of S's intention 

immediately and perform the ad appropriately. To Searle (1979: 

30), speech acts may be "the simplest case of meaning ... in 

which the speaker utters a sentence and means exactly and 

literally what he says." 

In the fol1owing sentences, directives are used. 

1. Be quiet.' 

2. Please turn up the heater. 

The speaker has directly commanded and requested the hearer to 

perform the act. 

But there is also a class of utterances whose syntactic form does 

not match their apparent illocutionary force. lndirect speech acts 

are always performed in a more tacit and indirect manner to 

achieve the same goal in the same situation in order to preserve 

solidarity and consolidate good relations between Speaker and the 

hearer. These are "cases where one i1locutionary act is 

performed indirectly by way of performing another" (Searle: 1979: 

30) 

While both of the following sentences are declarative m form, 

their illocutionary force i!'i different 

1 It's getting noisy! 

2. It's cold in here! 

With sentence 1, in a particular context, comes the force of an 

order to be quiet. Sentence 2 may be a request to tum up the 

heater or close the window. The choice of utterance depends on 

context and also on the social relationship between S and H. 
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In these cases, then, S and H must have some knowledge of the 

rules that govern the utterance of the sentence and must be in 

harmony with the actual circumstances, the real speech 

situation, to perform the act appropriately with a view to 

maintaining good relations. 

2.2.2 Speech acts in discourse 

Speech acts do not occur in isolation. How an utterance is 

interpreted and how a speech event is neg-ot,iated depends on 

context. What must therefore be considered is not just the 

utterance itself, but also the whole exchange and how it is 

sequenced. "A speaker needs to know whether his message has 

been received and understood; a recipient needs to !;how that he 

has received and understood the message." (Goffman: 1981) 

There are rules, too, for opening and closing iilteractions, rules 

for sequencing discourse and for certain topics which are likely 

to occur in a particular context. It is these rules which may 

differ across cultures. To be sociolinguistically competent in a 

second language, it may not be enough to know the linguistic 

realizations of certain speech acts. The cultural rules for 

sequencing the whole speech event may also be of great 

importance. 
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2. 3 FACTORS AFFECTING DEGREES OF FORMALITY 

One of the main purposes of human interaction is to establish 

and maintain social relations. To do this successfully involves 

learning how to and how not to address a particular interlocutor 

in terms of politeness, which may depend on the differences that 

exist in terms of social distance, power, age and gender. 

2.3. l Politeness 

Brown and Levinson (1978), Lakoff(1973, 1975, 1977) Scollon and 

Scol!on (1981) and Leech (1983) have furthered our understanding 

of politeness as an important variable governing language 

production (Cherry: 1988). 

Following Grice'!, (1975) conversational maxims, Lakoff (1977) 

formulated Lhe politeness rules of 

1. Formality : Don't impose or remain aloof. 

2. Hesitancy : Allow the addressee his/her options. 

3. Equality or camaraderie: Act as though you and the 

addressee were equal or make him or her feel good. 

Generally speaking, according to Lakoff, participants in a 

conversation can choose to be polite, they can choose to avoid 

being rude, or they can choose to do as they please 

conversationally. 

To Green (1989) fonnul politeness - Lakoffs rule one • 1s 

impersonal. Speaker will choose his or her acts so as to 

minimize to extent to which (s)he imposes on H by forcing H to 

acknowledge that S and H are human beings with human foibles 
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and shared experiences and therefore should not be dealt wilh as 

if they were objects without feelings. 

For a more informal politeness rule - Lakoffs rule two - 'Offer 

options' is appropriate to situations in which the participants 

have approximately equal status and power, but are socially 

close. Offering options means expressing oneself in such a way 

that one's opinion or request can be ignored without being 

contradicted or rejected. 

Lakoff.s rule three, - to encourage feelings of camaraderie - is 

appropriate to intimates or close friends. As Green points out, 

even lovers have to abide by certain" politeness norms" witl1 each 

other, or their relationship will come unstuck 

Fraser (1975), in a different approach, <lefines politeness as a 

properly associated with an utterance in which, according to H, S 

has neither exceeded any rights or failed to fulfil any obligations. 

Fraser also suggests that Lakoffs maxims are only three ways in 

which one might, but need not, approach the task of not 

exceeding one's negotiated rights and obligations. 

Fraser's definition of politeness gives us several dues to the 

nature of politeness and provides an argument against defining 

politeness in terms of rules. He stres.ses that politeness is a 

property ofan act and not Lhe act itself. So whatever the intention 

of S may have been, it is H who assigns politeness to any 

utterance, within ihe situation in which was heard. Politeness is 

not a property of sentences and, therefore, assiguing politeness to 

any particular structure cannot be done out of context. 
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Fraser (1975) emphasizes that politeness is, in fact, simply doing 

what is socially acceptable and expected 

The notion of "face", introduced by Goffman (1972), has been 

followed up by Brown and Levinson (1987: 66), who define it as the 

public self-image that every competent member in a speech 

community wants to claim for himself or herself. It "is 

something that is emotionally invested, and Lhat can be lost, 

maintained, or enhanced, and must be constantly attended to in 

in tcraction." 

Brown and Levinson (1987: 62) distinguish between negative and 

positive face. 

negative face: "the basic claim to territories. personal 

preserves, right to non-distracting, i.e. to freedom of action 

and freedom from imposition". 

positive face: "the positive, consistent self-image or 

"personality'; the desire that this self-image be appreciated 

and approved of claimed by interactants". 

In human interaction, an act may threaten positive face by 

belittling or negative face by imposing. Maintaining face 

requires the cooperation of others, since it is defined in terms of 

others' actions and value systems, so interactants trade in face 

whenever they must perform a face threatening act (FTA) in the 

course of nccompliF:hing their goals. According to Brown and 

Levinson, when S contemplates an act which (s)he believes may 

threaten H's face, S ii:; confronted with calculating how much 

{s)he is risking in performing the FTA. The factors that enter 
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into this calculation are S's estimates of Lhe social distance 

assumed to separate S and H, the relative social power of S and II 

and the extent to which the act contemplated is considered to be 

an imposition in the culture of which Sand Hare members. On 

the basis of this calculation, S determines whether (s)he can 

forego trading in face and perform the act without apology or 

mitigation, or whether (s)he should choose the positive politeness 

strategy of making H feel good, and feel that his or her values are 

shared, or, in more extreme cases, choose a negative politeness 

strategy of hedging, apologizing, offering options or asserting a 

desire to avoid interfering ,vi.th H's freedom of act.ion. 

Brown and Levinson suggest three principal factors that 

determine how face is distributed among participants in social 

interaction: 

1. The social distance between participants. 

2. The power relation between them.; and 

3. The weightiness of any imposition they are negotiating. 

2.3.1.1 Distance and power 

Brov.n and Levinson (1987) define social distance as a symmetric 

social dimension of similarity or difference, based on assessment 

of the frequency of interaction and the kind of material or non

material goods (including face) exchanged between S and H. 

Power or status is an asymmetric social dimension of relative 

power involving the degree to which H can impose his/her own 

plans an<l his/her own self-evaluation (face) at the expense of S's 

plans of self-evaluation and vice-versa. Their scheme predicts 
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that in situations where there is a large social distance or power 

differential between participants, different politeness strategies 

will be used to deal effectively with the practical circumstances. 

For example, in interaction, the relationship between a boss and 

an employee, a professor and a student, is qui~e different from 

what can be observed among close friends. 

\\'cightine,ss of imposition involves the degree to which things arc 

considered to interfere with an agent's wants of self• 

determination or approval. Drown and Levinson insist that any 

speech act potentially threat.ens the face of either S or H. What 

happens in conversation is concerned not with the exchange of 

information but with observing politeness expectations designed 

to insure the preservation of face. 

Brown and Levinson predict that a,s social distance increases; 

politeness also increases; and as differences in status and power 

between speaker and hearer increase politeness will increa~e. but 

asymmetrically; that is the more powerful the hearer in relation 

to S, the more polite S would be e}(pccted to be. 

In another study, \Vilkinson (1984) has said that status refers to a 

social position and is reflected by the ju<lgment of that person by a 

designated social group. In a speech community, status is 

considered an index of social influence which may be clearly seen 

in language use. One aspect of the relationship between language 

and social status is that the speaker's choice of an utterance can 

reflect the status of the hearer relative to society, and lhe relative 

status of the hearer to speaker, that is a speaker's choice of an 

utterance reflects how that speaker and hearer perceive each 
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other in a social sense rel alive lo one another. "Status is seen as 

a negotiated and dynamic aspect of interaction" (Wilkinson: 1984: 

147). 

This principle implies that those who have a similar social 

position are likely to use language in a similar way, such a voice 

quality, pitch, interruption, and formal aspects among others. 

Accordingly, people who have different social status from one 

another will use language differently. Therefore, language 

differs with regard to how much and which social distinction in 

status are marked. 

2.3.1.2 Politeness in the Vietnamese Culture 

One of the basic challenges 1n the study of politeness 1s to 

understand the differences of interpretation that different 

cultures put on certain kind::; of behaviour, since politeness 

conventions may be realized differently by difi'erent cultures. 

In Vietnamese culture, face is also considered 'trade' in the 

community. The concept of positive and negative face, embodied 

in politeness in general, may be seen clearly in diff~rent aspects 

of social communication. To Vietnamese the maintenance of 

solidarity and good relationships between members of the 

community is extremely important. Negative politeness is most 

likely to be used to redress actions that are serious threats to face, 

whereas positive politeness is likely to be used in less threatening 

situations. 

As far as language is concerned, the word 'mat'or dien (face), a 

word borrowed from Chinese, has different meaningR and 
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connol.ations in different contexts. Its literal meaning, as in 

English, refers to the front part of the head. However, face has 

also a much broader sense with degrees of politeness depending 

on the relationship between participants and chiefly the social 

attitudes in relation to social status, age and gender of Sand H in 

face-to-face interaction. It is really a question of who is talking to 

whom and in what circumstances in order to avoid loss of 'dien' 

and to ensure the preservation ofdien', to upgrade face with a 

view to increasing mutual understanding and intimacy for 

solidarity and good relationship among participants in the 

community. 

Let us examine the following meanings attached to the word 

'dien' or 'mat' (face) in Vietnamese culture: 

mat day thick face skin shameless 

mat that cutting board face shameless 

mat mo shield face shameless 

mat mat loose face loss of face 

len mat raise face boastful 
mat tro tran bong barren face shameless and 

and polished forehead cunning 
mat dan may day barren face and shameless and 

thick eyebrows cunnin1r 

mat den black face bad activity 
hai mat two faces/double faces someone with 

two 
oersonali ties 

bang mat ma khong pretend to give pretend to be 
bang long positive face satisfied in 

front of others 

Since face is understood in terms of other's action and value 

system, it requires the cooperation of both S and H. Vietnamese 
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speakers also try to avoid imposing, discussing personal and 

unpleasant problems in public, by hesitating. mitigating, asking 

permission, or apologizing for making H do anything which H 

does really not want to do at all. 

The most important variables 1n politeness marking in 

Vietnamese are status, age and gender. In these cases, terms of 

address, and some common honorific markers such as 

'bam','thua', 'vang', 'da', 'a' are of primary importance 1n 

marking both solidarity and the difference relationship beLween S 

and H. Face in Vietnamese culture carries social expectations 

and rules for polite behaviour, for politeness is not someone's 

private property but is "a property of an act" as Fraser (1975) has 

suggested and in Vietnamese culture, it may be a property of 

society in its widest sense. 

Whether the norms of polite speech in two languages vary a great 

deal or just a little, politeness seems to be universal (Brown and 

Levinson: 1971::!). ,vhat needs to be high-lighted in cross-cultural 

learning, therefore, is not the fact of politeness, but the 

applications in particular contexts. 

2.3.2 Age 

All societies and cultures use social characteristics to orgamze 

and maintain a particular way of life; however not all societies 

rely on the same variables in arranging their cultural lives. 

Although vast diversity exists, three social variables ~ status, age 

and gender - strongly influence human behaviour across many 

cultures. 
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Age influences an interactant's speaking right::. and obligations, 

conversational style and linguistic complexity. According to 

Haslett (1986) there are three distinct ways in which age can 

influence communication. 

First, age is a maturational constraint. It has been noticed that 

in many speech communities, the speech of the older generation 

differs from that of the younger generation in certain ways. Platt 

and Platt (1975) noted that certain linguistic features can be 

found in the speech of older members of the group which younger 

members may still use them but only in writing. Conversely, one 

can find linguistic features in the speech of the younger 

generation which are absent or infrequent in the speech of older 

members. 

Second, age is an intcractional constraint. Haslett (19B6) has 

suggested four important aspects in assessing the effect of age on 

participant's conversation skills. They are speaking i·ights and 

obligations, topicalization, coherence, and communicative 

functions. 

Finally, age is a cultural constraint. While age significantly 

influences one's communicative abilities, these effects will vary 

in their significancf? from culture to culture, and the general 

effects of age should be! viewed in the context of relevant cultural 

norms. The elderly are accorded different rights and obligations 

as a function of the group or culture they belong to (Haslett:1966). 

Certain cultures, like the Japanese, accord significant respect, 

deference, and decision-making to elderly males. In contrast, 
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less sienificant deference and control is accorded to the elderly in 

the West. 

In Vietnamese culture, too, ag-e is an important variable in 

inte1·action, affecting conversation style, choice of terms of 

address, linguistic complexity as well as appropriate behaviour 

in social communication. 

This phenomenon is clearly seen in invitations and especially in 

spoken invilations. ln the majority of cases, the older generation 

seem lo be more careful in applying linguistic complexity such as 

some gentle expressions, good choice of words, terms of address 

and proper honorific markers. These, together v.'lth an effective 

intonation and tactful manner and attitude towards H, 

guarantee S's success in handling all Strategies in the structure 

of an invite. 

2.3.3 Gender 

Accordine to Lakoff (1975), men and women use language 

differently, there is evidence for a "women's language" and 

women must know two languages. Brend (1975) and Lakoff 

(1975) claim that, while women choose different intonation 

patterns than men, there appears to be very little gender 

difference in the use of syntactic forms. It is in lexical and 

stylistic variation and other aspects of language use, namely in 

certain speech acts, that most differences occur. 

Fisher (1958), Shuy et al (1967), Volfram 0969) and Trudgjll (1972) 

have shown that women's language seems to be closer to the 

accepted standard than that of males. Women prefer the more 
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correct and more polite forms, and these two phenomena are 

closely related, since being polite is roughly t,he same as saying 

the socially correct thing. 

"Women are suppo~ed to speak more politely than men. 

This is related to their hyper-correctness in grammar, of 

course, since it's considered more mannerly in middle 
class society to speak 'properly'. But it goes deeper; women 

are expert at euphemism; more politely, women are the 

repositories of tact and /mow the right things to say to other 

people ... women are supposed to be particularly careful to 
say 'please' and 'thank you' and to uphold the other social 

conventions.·· (Lakoff- 1975: 55) 

Zimin (1981) has suggest.e<l that women are less assertive in 

conversation than men, with females "affirming" more other 

females and males than males do, seeing their role a8 facilitators 

in conversation. Hirschrnan's study (1973) indicated that women 

might be facilitating toward other women as well as toward men. 

In relation to the social balance of power, Farley ( 1972) has said 

that women do play games with words, particularly games of 

verbal subterfuge like flirting, playing dumb, buttering up and 

being cute; that a woman's whole verbal style is more complex 

than a man's because the woman's socially inferior position 

forces her to be indirect in using certain speech acts. 

In the Vietnamese culture, gender differences in language use 

are clearly seen. This phenomenon may be related to the social 

balance of power, the role of women in society, the traditional 

imposition of the remnant of feudal hierarchy which has not 

been totally removed, the complex kinship system, and, chiefly, 

the nature of politeness of Vietnamese women from generation to 
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generation. Since Vietnamese is a tone language, evidence of the 

gender differences may be clearly seen in intonation contours, 

voice quality such as softness and rhythm, in the use of 

hesitation, in tag questions, and especially in the use of honorific 

markers and the careful choice of terms of address in face-to-face 

interaction. 

2.4 SPOHEN A~ WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

Discourse may take the form of written or spoken interaction. 

But these two types of interaction are not the same. In speech the 

way language is organized is typically different from the shape it 

takes in writing. 

Spoken and written discourse may be distinguished in terms of 

the media in which language is used. 

spoken 

(-marked) 
conversation 

~ 
face-to-face telephone 

Discourse 

written 

(+marked) 

debate 
lecture 
interview 
etc. 

(Edmondson and House: 1981 :35) 

In looking aL the whole range of discourse, the spoken and 

written forms should be regarded not as completely different but 

as a continuum, with conversation at one end an<l formal writing 

at the other end with an overlap in the middle - the spoken 
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[+ marked] in the diagram above being more like writing and the 

written [ - marked] appearing in personal notes, letters, etc. In 

the present study, however, the focus is mainly on the spoken 

forms [ - marked]. 

Informal speech is not spoken writing for we cannot speak like a 

book. In writing, the writer has time to prepare, organise, re

think or re-compose in the process of production. In spoken 

interaction, since it is normally unprepared however, words are 

uttered as they are bemg processed; once spoken they are gone. 

The most important constraints in the realization of informal 

speech are the presence of H and the pressure of time. Time 

constraints give rise to four common features of spoken language 

when compared to writing (Bygate :1987): 

Speakers use Less complex syr.tax. 

Speakers use abbreviation and produce incomplete 

sentences or clausl'.s. 

Speakers use fixed conversational phrases. 

Speakers use devices to gain time to speak. 

With the presence of the hearer, speech is a reciprocal activity, 

Speakers can change what they have already said when they 

realize that they have made some error or that their listener has 

not understood. Speakers and hearers do not only have to be good 

processors but also good communicators to overcome 

communication problems which can be expected to occur in any 

spoken exchange. 

Because of these possible changes, speech, in comparison with 

writing, has often been described as unprepared and chaotic. 
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"By conversation we under:;tand any stretch of talk which 

involves twn nr more speakers, and in which what is said 

is more or less unprepared, and not overtly pre-determine.d 

in terms of topic or procedure." 
(Edmonruon: 1981: 35) 

But most people are able to communicate efficiently in 

eonversation. The use of 'more or less' and 'overtly' in the above 

must be noted. Although written discourse may appear to be 

much more organized than speech, in fact, spoken spontaneous 

conversation is also highly organised. "It is highly constrained, 

conventionalised and ritualized ... both in terms of con tent ... and 

structure" (Stubbs: 1984: 32). 

''Behaviour may be automatic, unselfconscious, and in 
that sense, spontaneous, yet nevertheless organized in 

ways that are generally unrecognized hy users." (ibid : 33) 

Invitations are acts which appear to have a highly predictable 

and obvious structure. 

Spoken language also differs from writing 1n other ways. 

Aspects which have no counterparts in writing are prosodic and 

paralinguistic features such as rhythm, intonation, degrees of 

loudness, variations of voice quality, (tamber), pausing and 

phrasing as well as indexical features by which we may 

recognize the individual characteristics of a particular person's 

speech. In Halliday's analysis, (1985) he has remarked that: 

"prosodic features are part of the linguistic ~ystem. They 

carry systematic contrasts in meaning, just like other 

resources in the grammar, and what distinguishes them 

from these other sources (such as word endings) is that 

they spread across extended portions of speech, like 

intonation contours." 
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Paralinguistic features also extend over stretches of varying 

length; but they are not systcmo.tic - they are not part of 

grammar, but rather additional variations by which Speaker 

signals the import of whats/he is saying. 

All natural speech, in any language, 1s clearly marked by 

patterns of intonation and rhythm which Joshua Steele (1975) 

called 'melody and measure of speech'. Halliday (1985) has also 

added that there are certain prosodic features which are 

accidental properties of a particular language. For instance, 

some of the meanings that are expressed by intonation in 

English are expressed by particles in other languages, for 

example by honorific markers in Vietname.se. 

The use of honorifics such as da, th ua, vang a , nhe, nhi, di, 

thai ma .... is.part and parcel of people's daily speech. They are 

used: 

- to express politeness (da, thua, vang a .. J, 

- to express intimacy (nhe, nhi, ha .. .), 

- to give encouragement (di. nao .... ), or even 

- to issue tactful refusal (thoi, thoi ma .. .), 

In Vietnamese culture, in S and H relative power paradigm, 

terms of address (TA) are also very important. \Vhen talking to 

people of different status, ugc and gender, for instance, the 

following TA are more normally used:ong, ba, co, chu, bac, anh, 

chi, em, minh, ban, to, cau ... These TA are frequently used to 

express politeness as well as to show different relationships; and 

indeed, they always appear in spoken invitations. 



People of higher status : 

Ong ( M/grandfather/Mr/ you ) 

Ba ( F/grandmother/ Mrs/you ) 

Co (F/aunUpseudo-aunt/Ms/you l 

Chu (M/uncle/pseudo-uncle/you ). 

3 1 

Ilac ( Flaunt, M/uncle/pseudo-aunt I pseudo-uncle/ you ). 

Anh ( M/elder bother/pseudo-elder brother/ you ). 

Chi (F/ elder sister/ pseu-do elder sister/ you ). 

People of equal status : 

Minh, to ... ( F+M/I: very friendly - among familiars for 

intimacy). 

Ban, cau ... (F +M/You :very friendly - among familiars for 

intimacy). 

People of lower status : 

Em (F/younger sister; 1-1/younger brother/pseu-do 

younger sister/younger brother for solidarity and 

intimacy/you ). 

Chau (niece/nephew/pseudo-niece/nephew for 

intimacy/you ). 

Con CF/daughter; M/son /pseudo-son/pseudo-daughter 

for intimacy/you ). 

In fact, there are many more TA which may be used differently 

in different local areas to express different relationship, feelings 

and attitudes. 

Differences exist, then, between speech and writing, spoken and 

written invitations which are ritl!al routines playing an 

important part in maintaining human relationships in real life. 

Vfritten invitations seem to be more formal; speakers need better 
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preparation, intent ond willingness; spoken invitations are more 

informal, more direct, simpler and more personal and are more 

immediate in getting feedback. 

To sum up, in second language teaching and learning, 

communicative competence cannot be achieved without training 

because it consists of a laJge range of dimensions covering not 

only linguistic knowledge of a language which includes 

knowledge of its lexis, grammar and phonological structures but 

also social, cultural and pragmatic competence which allows the

linguistic knowledge to be used appropriately. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SOCIAL INTERACTION AND INVITATIONS 

3.1 THE NATURE OF INVITATIONS 

3.1.1 Invitations as social rituals 

Since human communities came into being, people have 

gathered together to express solidarity, to consolidate existing 

relationships, to build new relationships in order to contribute to 

a better and stronger community or simply to enjoy each other's 

company. The marker for people to come to a gathering is 

nowadays an invitation. 

According to Edmond~on and House (1981: 132), an invitation is a 

social activity, and has a particular significance in social life. 

"The reason is simply that people enjoy each other's company 

(on occasion) and enjoy providing social goods for members 

whom they like.'' An invitation is a ritual routine which may 

occur every day iu all cultures. 

Invitations may be issued in spoken or writ.ten form. For certain 

special events that mark major life events, such as weddings, 

written invitations are traditionally sent. This kind of invitation is 

formal, demanding the sender's preparation and great willingness, 

but can be uncertain and slow in getling exact feedback from the 

receiver. In everyday life, spokt:n invitations are used on most 

occasions, for they are informal, more direct, more personal, more 

friendly and mo:-e immediate in feedback. They arc usually made 

face-to-face or by telephone. 
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Jn this study, informal written invitations will not be <li:,cussed as 

they happen so rarely nowadays. Formal written invitations will 

be discussed briefly. For my study report, I would like to limit my 

research mainly to a comparison of spoken invitations used by 

Australian speakers of English, Vietnamese speakers of 

Vietnamese and Vietnamese speakers of English. 

3.1.2 The nature of invitations 

Edmondson and House (1981: 132) restrict the term 'invite' to the 

case "in which the fulure event, in which both S and H will 

participate, does not he in the immediate future relative to the 

time the invite is made". The majority of invites are lnvites~then; 

They suggest that an Invite~now, the fulfilment of which would 

be immediate, is characterized more as a suggestion, a request 

or an offer. Immediate invites will be mentioned briefly when 

self-invitations are discussed. 

Invitation::; of the normal kind (Invite-thens) do not fit neatly into 

the calegories of speech acts outlined previously. In some ways, 

invitations arc similar to requests. 
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Invitations are bound up ..... with a situation in which A 

wishes to Offer a social good to B, in order to receive a 

social good from B, specially B's company. The invite ... has 

therefore the following characteristics: A wishes B lo krww 

that he is in favour of a future action to be performed by B, 

which he believes may inuolve costs to himself and benefits 

to B. He also believes however that the costs involved will 
be outweigh£d for himself by the social benefits consequent 

to B's doing that future action. " 

(Edmondson and House: 1981: 132) 

Coulthard (1995: 24) has said that "Invite" belongs to the category 

of directives because the speaker wants Hearer to do something 

in the future: 

"Directives are all attempts by the speaker to get Hearer to 

do something · in this class the :;peaker is wanting to 

achieve a future ~ituation in which the world will match 

his words and thus this class includes not simply 'order', 

'request', but, more subtly, 'invite', 'dare' and 

'challenge'." 

Invitations, howev(!r, have also been regarded as involving 

promises and, therefore, have been placed in the category of 

commissives. 

"Commissives are acts of obligating oneself or proposing to 
obligate oneself to do something specified in the 

propositional content which may also specify conditions 

under which thP deed is to be done or does not have to be 

done. " (Bach and Harnish: 1980: 49) 

Bach and Harnish define an invite as "S requests (directive) H's 

presence and promises acceptance of his presence" (ibid: 51). 
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Since invitations have some similarity to requests and some 

similarity to promises, they then must be regarded as belonging 

t-0 both categories. 

3.2 THE STRUCTURE OF AN INVITATION 

An invit.ation does not normally begin with an invite immediately 

nor does it close at once after the response is given. As in all 

conversation, the rituals of greeting and Jeave-taking must be 

gone through. As these are common to almost all conversations, 

they will not be accounted for unless they relate directly to the 

invitation. 

The exchange structure of an invitation has been defined 

Edmondson and House (1981) as consisting of two moves 

performed by different speakers - the inviter and the invited or S 

and H as we will call them. This exchange is considered a 

conventional unit in which both partners want to reach a 

conventional outcome. These two nioves may lea<l to a positive 

outcome (accepting), or a negative outcome (declining). The first 

of these moves • in which S issues the invitation • is called, to use 

Edmondson and House's (1981: 38) term, initiate. If the 

invitation is accepted, it is followed by a satisfy., and the out.come 

is positive. If an invitation is declined, the move is a contra. an<l 

the outcome is negative. This may be followed by further moveti 

in which S either tries to persuade H to change his/her mind or 

issues a further invitation, or, failing that, accepts H's decision. 

In this case, the acceptance of the decision is regarded as a 

satisfy, although the outcome is negative. 
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An invitn.tion event is built up of various moves: Pre-invites, the 

Head exchange (the invitation itselO, pre.responding exchanges 

an<l post-invites. 

3.2.1 Issuing invitations. 

People do not u::;ually begin a conversation with an invite 

immediately, because an invitation, in a number of ways, is a 

face threatening act. People issuing an invitation do not 

normally want their invitation tu be refused as this may reflect on 

their self-image. Secondly, they do nut wish to cause H who is 

directly responding to be embarrassed. 

So they preface the Head act using a pre-invite. Pre-invites may 

take different forms. They may be used in a search to see if the 

hearer (H) has plans - to clear the ground for the invite e.g. 

Are you free on Saturday night? 

Are you doing anything on Saturday night? 

Do you have any plans /Or the weekend? 

However, asking if H is busy or has plans may sometimes cause 

H embarrassment. H may not want to commit him/herself 

without knowing what s/he is being committed to. Because 

issuing an invite is really intended to commit S to do some social 

good for the benefit of H, as Edmondson and House (1981) have 

remarked, or may be for the benefit of both Sand Hin the future, 

some pre-invites may take the form of outlining the intended 

event before the Head•cxchange is given. This is done to avoid 

imposition and loss of face in social interaction e.g. 

We 're having a party on Saturday nighl ..... . 
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Some friends are coming round for a meal next 
Sunday ..... .. 

Pre-invites then usually consist of clearing the ground, or stating 

the specific event, often including setting the time and place, 

etc.before requesting someone's presence. 

When we look at the Head move, 

"given the peculiar status of invites in terms uf the complex 

of costs and benefit involved, a speaker tends to behave in 

making an invite more as though it was a Request than an 

Offer - thus [tentative} expressions are normative and 

grounding moves are quite common." 
(Edmondson and House: 1981: 132 j 

Some common tentative expressions are 

Would you be free to come round for a meal this Friday? 

l was wondering if you would like to come round for a 

meal with us ? 

Would you like to go to a play with me this weekend? 

How about I what about corning round for a BBQ (barbecue) 

this coming Sunday? 

In teutative expressions, the modal 'would' is frequently used to 

emphasize tentative meaning. 

Sometimes the expressions used are less tentative, especially, 

according to Edmondson and House, when they are inclined 

towards flattering H: 

1 would like to invite you to dinner this Sunday. Your 

presence would be our great pleasure I honour. 

I'm giving a party on Saturday evening , and you must 

come. A party without you would be very dull, 
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It'd be nice if we got together to have something to eat ..... . 

Just the person I'm hoping to see. Come and have a 
supper with me tonight ... 

An Invite is also complex in other aspect. Edmondson and 

House (1981) suggest that it is understood in the concept of an 

invite that the person giving the invite assumes responsibility for 

any cost involved. However, there are cases in which this 

assumption is not true. 'When you are invited to a home, it is very 

clear who is the guest and who is the host/hostess; invitations to 

restaurants for lunch, dinner, coffee, a drink, etc, on the other 

hand may cause some problems. In these circumstances, 

customs may vary from culture to culture and even from place to 

place \.V"Lthin a nation. It may be useful to clarify when an invite 

is Leing issued in order to avoid misunderstanding when the bill 

is presented. This area is one which needs to be pointed out to 

people acquiring social and cultural competence in a new 

environment. 

3.2.2 Accepting invitations 

Accepting an invitation can be regarded as a commissive speech 

act. H, by accepting, commits him/herself to attend the event. 

An acceptance is seen as a promise, although people rarely use 

the word 'promise' for it sounds rather formal and 'insincere'. 

But if H has accepted the invite, H may be said to have made a 

prom1se. 

According to Edmondson and House (1981), the acceptance of an 

invitation constitutes a satisfy. Here there is an initiate~satisfy 
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exchange, and the outcome is always posjtive. This may be 

represented as follows: 

initiate 

A 

' satisfy 

B 

There are a number of different ways and expressions used m 

accepting e.g. 

That's very kind of you. Thank you. 

Thank yau. rd love to. 

That would be great. 

Yes, thank you. What time? 

Sounds great. 

All right 

0.K. 

As can be seen from these, the expressions used to indicate that a 

commitment h8s been taken willingly and 'seriously' can take 

the form of thanking, flattering, expressing enthusiasm, or a 

combinatjon of these. They range from quite formal to very 

informal expressions and may be direct acts (e.g."Yes, thank 

you.") or indirect acts (e.g. "Sounds great.") 

People do not always accept an invite immediately, but more 

often, there is some hesitation, in which H is buying time to 

think. But a hesitation has significance. A very short delay in 
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giving a response in an inl..eraction "is taken by S as evidence the 

response will be a refusal.. .... and he then provides further 

information which makes the invitation more attractive." (Potter 

and Wetherell: 1987: 85) 

The hesitation may be filled by S by adding more information or 

urging H to come. 

In accepting an invite, after the initiate is satisfied, post

exchanges take place. They are very important for approving 

and consolidating the social good which has just been gained and 

for building up a good relationship. Post-exchanges may be 

negotiations about particular arrangements for the event which 

the invitation relates to or offers to give help before the event or to 

contribute .something {food, drink etc) to the event. Sometimes 

reciprocal invites (RI) are made. To Edmondson and House 

(1981), Rls may also be rituals because they are commonly made 

in return for a social good received when that social good is 

consequent to or, in fact, consists of an invite. Rls usually 

appear in a post-exchange following an invite that has been 

negotiated in some arrangement in a previous exchange, and 

most often in the closing phase of a social encounter. The 

following expressions are frequently used 

Yau must come round same time. 

Could you come round ta us next Friday? 

May we see each other again next month? 

These forms are similar to those of non-invites, which will be 

discussed later, but their significance is quite different 
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depending on particular situations and ou the closeness of the 

relationship between Sand H. 

To sum up, common elements in the structure of acceptance of 

an invitation, although they may nol occur exactly in this order, 

are as follows: 
Thanking 

I 
Hesitating (to give thinking time) 

I 
Negotiating about time, place,etc. 

I 
Accerting 

Flatteriug 
I 

Suggesting (to bring something. 
I 

Giving a reciprocal invitation 

3.2.3 Declining in\'itatioru 

In declining an invite, according to Edmondson awl House 

(19R 1 ), the exchange consists of three different moves: initiate, 

contra, and satisfy to which the outcome i.s negative. 

Initiate Coarra t Sa[isfy 

A B 

This can be illustrated by the fol1owiug exchange: 

A: Would you like to come to our party tomorrow night? 

B: Sorry, I've ;;omething else on. 

A: Oh, what a pity. Another time perhaps. 
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The contra is the declining of the invitation and the satisfy, 

although it is not a positive outcome, is S's accepting the refusal. 

Frequently, S will not accept H's contra but vlill try to persuade 

him/her not to decline. In the following examples we can see 

how the three moves, initiate, contra, and satisfy, work in 

attempt to tum the negative outcome into a positive one. Instead 

of satisfying a contra - the conventional outcome in declining an 

invite - Smay 'coutra' the contra to get a positive outcome 

eventually. 

Consider the following example; 

A Would you lihe lo comP lo our party tomorrow 

night ? 

B. Sorry, l'vP something else on. 

A. Oh! what a pity! It's a really good party. 

B. Well, I'd love to, but I just can't. 

A. Oh, comf! on, I'd really love you to come. 

B. Yeah. Well. O.K then. I'll cancel this other thing. 

Initiate Contra Contra Contra Contra .. :+ 1 ,...,,_ 

= 
Satisfy 

A n A n A B 

In this structure, A presents the invitation three times and B, 

after twice turning down the invitation, eventually closes Lhe 

whole exchange by accepting it. This, of course, is not always the 

final outcome. 
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The contra is very facc-threatr>ning. But H does not want to hurt 

S's feelings and attitudes. Because of this, the conventional acts 

performed in order to reach a negative outcome require H to use 

strong expressions of regret and terms of flattery to avoid loss of 

face. Expressions such as the following seem common. 

Huw kind of j'OU to think of me, but ... 

I'd love to I delighted to, but... 

I'm terribly sorry but.. .... 

This is usually accompanied by a reason/excuse for inability to 

accept. 

If S (inviter) accepts the refusal as sincere and inevitable, they 

may also exit gracefully (thesatisfy) by using expressions like 

Sorry , you can't mahe it. 

Well, I'd love you to have been there. 

This is then often followed by an expression of hope, given by 

either Sor H, for a future meeting in which the outcome will be 

positive or a pseudo-invitation to a future event at some 

um,pecified time. 

To sum up, declining an invitation usually consists of the 

following moves, but unlike accepting they are more predictable 

in their sequence of occurrence. 
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Thanking 
I 

Hesitating 
I 

Apologizing 
I 

Giving a reason 
I 

Declining 
I 

Pseudo-promise 

As can be seen from the above, the issuing and responding to a 

invitation, which on the surface appears to be unstructured and 

unorganised, is, in fact, a highly structured ritual. We shall now 

turn to look at the invitations issued in Vietnamese and 

Australian cultures to investigate the extent to which the 

structures and linguistic realisations of th€ act of inviting show 

similarities or differences. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESEARCH METIIODS AND DATA ANALYSIS 01'' 

VIETNAMESE SPOIIBN INVITATIONS 

4.1 RESEARCH METHODS 

4.1.1 Written invitations 
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A small study was conducted comparing two types of Vietnamese 

and Australian formal written invitation - those issued for a 

business/formal reception and those issued for weddings. 

4.1.2 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires are useful techniques of data elicitation_ when tile 

purpose of the questions and the instructions for use are simple. 

WiLh questionnaires, fear and embarrassment of direct cont.act 

with the researcher can be avoided and guaranteed 

confidentiality may elicit more truthful responses than in a 

personal interview. 

Two questionnaires were used to elicit data for this study. 

Questionnaire A (see Appendix A) consisted of 13 questions: 12 

discourse completion questions which were designed to elicit 

responses on how subjects would issue, accept and decline 

invitations in a number of different informal situations in 

interaction with people of different closeness of relation or status; 

and one final question which was included to investigate the kind 
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of excuse that was considered acceptable in declining an 

invitation. 

Questionnaire B (see Appendix 13) consisted of 4 questions. 

Question 1 was intended to elicit information on reasons for 

invitations, events to which they would invite people and the 

people whom they wouJd invite. Questions 2 - 4 were designed to 

investigate how people of different status, age and gender deal 

with issuing, accepting and declining an invite. 

4.1.3 Role play 

While written questionnaires may elicit a certain amount of 

information, it was felt that they failed to capture some vital 

aspects of spoken discoursl!. According to Kasper 0991), open 

role plays have great advantages in examining speech act 

behaviour to help us realize· the manifestation of request in 

invested face work and steering moves lhat direct the course of 

conversation towards the speake:'s goals. Role play, indeed, may 

provide a much richer dala source to allow us to observe how 

sprech act performance is sequentially organized (in terms of 

strategy choice and politeness investment), what kind of 

interlocutor responses are elicited by specific choices, and how 

speech responses in turn determine the speaker's next move. 

Thus it was decided to conduct role-plays to reflect and extend the 

situations considered in Quc.stionnaire A. The role-plays were 

conducted in pairs and were recorded. Each subject (S) was given 

a card (see Appendix C) outlining a situation to which they would 

invite H. In the role-play, as soon as the invitalion was given, the 
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responder was shown a card indicating whether they wouJd be 

free to accept or not. 

4. 1.4 Sulliects 

Three groups of subjects, 30 altogether, were chosen to complete 

the questionnaires and tu participate in the role-plays. Groups A 

and B used their own language. Group C was used in order to 

investigate how people operated in another language. It was 

unfortunately not possible '.O find sufficient Australian speakers of 

Vietnamese to form u comparable group for investigation. 

Group A : 10 Vietnamese respondents (5:v1+5F), 

Code: Vietnamese. 

Age range: 20-50 

Group B : 10 Australian respondents (SM +SF) 

Code: F.nglish. 

Age range: 20-SO 

Group C : 10 Vietnamese respondents (SM+SF), 

Code: English. 

Age range: 20-50 
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4.2 RESULTS: FOI-L'1AL WRITTEN INVITATIONS 

In the Vietnamese culture, formal written invitations are 

traditionally sent for certain big events such as we<lding, 

anniversaries, formal receptions, arrival of a new baby, etc. For 

these formal occasions, written invitations are frequently 

followed up by spoken ones. 

1. Wedding type : 

ln Vietnamese culture, a marnage announcement card may be 

accompanied by a wedding party invitation, (see Appendix D) 

which is normally used as a token of closeness between the 

sender and the receiver. Some people may just receive the 

marriage announcement card, while others may receive both, 

depending on the relationshtp between the sender and the 

rece1vcr. 

a. Usually, the. formal card itself may be used as a token of 

inviting therefore, a preface or pre-invite is not necessary and 

the invite is ,iery direct and immediate. Almost al1 invitation 

cards, have the fo1lowing structure: 

Inviters (full name) + Headact + Post-invite 

b. In almost all ready•printed cards (for various occasions/events) 

the following structure is applied: 

Pre-invite (reason) +- Headact (invite) + Post-invite (place, 

time, flattery). 
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Flattery is usually used in the closing phase to encourage the 

invitee's willingness and enthusiasm. A request for a reply with 

R.S.V.P .or 'Regrets only' (= please respond if you cannot attend) 

is not normally used fur it may cause misunderstanding or 

unwilling feelings and, in fact, no response is expecled to o. 

wedding invitation card. 

In English we have the same structure in wedding invitations 

(direct and straieht forward); however, there seems to be lillle 

flattery mentioned in the card (0.5%). And in most written 

invitations, R.S.V.P or · Regrets only' are more frequently used 

(90%). 

In both cultures, the invite is issued by the bridp's parents, 

groom's parents, or may be both parents. 

2. Other types: 

In English as well as in Vietnamese, -invitation cards may be 

sent to invite people to a business/formal reception/formal party. 

Although English forms are more diverse, the structure in both 

languges is much the same: pre-invite + hea<l act + post-invite. 

In Vietnamese, these forms seem to be Westernized or 

transferred from English, since R.S. V.P and Regrets only are 

a}so mentioned but sometimes, it seems rather forma1 for not 

many peop}e pay attention to this notice. 

Invitation card (for different evenLs/ occasions) 

1. Pre-invite {reason) 

Nhan dip ... 
(On the occasion of. .. ) 



2_ Head act (inviling) 

Kinh rnoi 

(Honourably invite / reque::;t the pleasure of .) 

den du buoi 

(lo attend) 

3. Post~invite (place, time, date, flattering ) 

Tai 

(Place) 

Vao luc 
(Time ) 

Ngay (Day .. .) rrhang (Month .) I Nam (year ... ) 1992, 

Flattering 

Su hien <lien cua .. . 

(The presence of ... J Your presence) 

La mot vinh hanh lon cho chung toi. 

(is our great honour) 
Kiah moi 

(Honourably invite! With honour) 
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ln most cases, Vietnamese written invitations seem to be very 

formal; English ones are formal too, but recently, many more 

informal ones are also issut:d as in the case of a letter form, in 

which mild flattery could be used such as; 

(X) ... would be honoured by the presence of.. (YJ 

We would be pleased if you could join us ... 

Your presence is our present. 

So, a diversity may be seen in the forms used but, in fact, there is 

not much difference in the kernel structure of a written invitation 

in Vietnamese and in English. The nature of an invite is always 
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confined in t.hc frame work suggested by Edmondson and House 

(1981) as we have mentioned in chapter three of this study. 

4.3 RESULTS: SPOKEN INVITATIONS BY VIETNAMESE 

TO VIETNAMESE 

4.3.1 Issuing spoken invitations 

a) Reasons for issuing invitations 

The reasons given for issuing invitations can be summarised in 

order of frequency of mention as follows: 

To socia1izc: to enjoy the company of one's friends, to 

1ntroduce strangers to each other, to go out for fun: 

maybe to attend an organized event such as an art 

exhibition, a movie/a play etc; 

To show hospitality and kindness at great events: public 

holidays, long weekends, New Year (both Solar and 

Lunar); 

To show respt>ct to elders and teachers; 

To share happiness: promotion, house-warming, birthday 

party arrival of new baby (one month old/ one year 

old); 

To mark anniversaries: wedding, traditional death 

anniversaries; 

To repay favors and show gyatitude. 
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The people to whom invitations are issued 

Social activities may be reflected in invlting behaviour through 

different relationships between the participants involved. 

Friends, relatives and work/business colleagues are the most 

frequently invited. Vietnamese also invite their superiors at 

work. Invi tine a professor/lecturer/teacher is also common 

because the relationship between a teacher and student is 

regarded as a very special one. Inviting a teacher or professor is 

seen as a great honour and pleasure for a student as it provides 

an opportunity for the student and, sometimes, his/her family to 

show respect and to repay the favour of tcuching that. person. 

c) The channel 

Invitations are usually made privately in person or very 

occasionally nowadays by telephone. (This, however, tends to be 

only used by rich people or business persons, living in big cities or 

towns). On formal occasions, as in the case of a wedding 

ceremony, business reception, or the arrival of the first baby 

(when the haby is one month old or one year old), written 

invitations may be accompanied by .spoken invitations as a mark 

of intimacy and also to show hearer oriented concern (HOC) as 

well as S's sincerity. 

d) The structure of the invitation 

Pre-invite: Occasionally an lnvite may immediately follow a 

greeting, with no pre-invite but this is uncommon and occurs 

only between close friends. Althoueh they look more like 
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suggestions, (Edmondson and House's invite-now), they are 

regarded as invitations. 

Chao ban, toi nay di xem phim voi minh khong? 

Hi (friend)! .. Do you want to go to a movie with 

me tonight? 

E, di dau day? Toi nay di xem kich voi minh di? 
vo moi hay lam! 

Hey! Where are you goingr Let's go to a play tonight. 

2% 

2% 

There is a new and interestinl! one. '-----'---=cc.cccc'--'-='---=='--"=--'-==--'---=-----~--

It is much more common (96% of responses) for some kind of 

grounding move to be mo.de. The most common (80%) is to 

indicate the reason for the lnviLe. For example: 

A Toi mai o nha minh co lien hoan, toi cha vui nhe. 

Eh..tomorrow we have a party at home, please 

come and join us ( + marker)? 

B Chi ll, chu nhat toi la sinh nhat lhang con nha 

em, moi chi toi xoi com? 80% 
' Sister (+marker)'. Next Sunday will be my 

son's birthday.I would like tu invite you to 

(haue a ..... with us). 

C Thi cu xong xuoi roi,thu sau toi lam cha gio di? 

We've finished all the exams. Could we make 

sprin2 rolls next Friday + (marker)? 

These pre-invites may include stating the specific event, setting 

the place and time, etc. 
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If there is a pre•exchange, a clearing the ground move can be 

made, although this is uncommon. 

Hai tuan nua co ranh khong? 14% l 
Are ou free in two week's time? ________ ~~-~ 

Head act The expressions that are used mostly in initiating 

the invite are as follows (in order of frequency): 

Mai bac ioi xoi com voi gia dinh cha11 38% 

Please ( +marker) do come to (have a meal) 
with my family,} 

Em muon moi chi toi ........ 32% 

I want to invite you to ... 

Chi voi and G toi nhe 24% 

(You and (brolher GJ p!ease come(+ marker) 

Ban thich di khong? 6% 

Do you want to come? 

It is not possible to indicate which of these is most po1ite as tone of 

voice and choice of honorific markers also also have a powerful 

influence. What may appear to be more direct, is frequently 

made more polite in the framework of honorifics, kinship terms 

and intonation used. Intonation, and rhythm are also used to 

express S's feelings and attitudes, as Halliday (1985) has pointed 

out when discussing the characteristics of tone languages like 

Vietnamese. 

The invite may also include some form of flattery. 
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Neu bee .... thi bon chau vui mung lam 70% 

We'll be very pleased if you ....... . 

That la mat vinh du/ niem sung suong cho em duoc 60% 

tiep co. 

It is an honour/pleasure for me to rec~ive you (teacher 60% 

Anh du duoc la quan trong va can thiet chu em day 1!• 30% 

Your attendance is important and necessary· for 

me + (marker). 

4.3. 2 Accepting invitations 

In Vietnamese, accepting can consist of three maJor steps: pre

accept, accept (head act), and post-exchanges for a positive 

outcome. 

These maJor moves commonly include hesitating, mild flattery 

and, much more rarely, thanking to preface the acceptance. 

The following is a common ac;ceptancc response: 

Pre-accept Hesitating 1s frequently used to express 

thoughtfulness or great concern before making decision. This 

strategy may imply thinking about the suitability of interest, 

time, or place suggested by S. If there is hesitation, Smay supply 

further information abont the details of the event, perhaps in 

order to make it sound more attractive. 

Besides hesitating before an invite is accepted, H may also ask S 

directly for more details about the event, for example, about the 

time of the event or about the other people who may also be being 
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in\·ited. These can develop into quite long exchanges of several 

moves. This is acceptable and may also serve as a 'thinking 

time' device. 

!ffil!d_.a_ct The most common expressions produced in the data Lo 

accept an invite were as follows: 

DaNang a. con se toi. 

Yes, I'll come. 

U/Dnoc, minh se toi. 

Yes /0.K. I'lt come 

The nao minh c11ng toi. 

I'll certainly come. 

Yen chi, em se co mat 
Don't be worry, I'll be present. 

Het say! 

Great I terrific! 

85% 

I 50% 

Responses seem in almost all cases to be firm commitments to 

come, since H wants Lo show willingness or enthusiasm and 

almost al1 are very similar. In practice, the word "promise" is 

seldom used directly because it seems rather formal between 

relatives, family members and people of equal status. Instead, in 

an indirect way, S may use other expressions which indicate a 

firm commitment to attend. An expression of thanks is rarely 

used except as discussed below and tone of voice indicates 

gratitude and certainty. 

Post-exchanges consist of setting time and 

place and occasionally S requesting help. H might also offer to 
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bring some food or to come early to help. OITering to bring 

something in Vjetnamese culture, however, is more normally 

assumed instead of being commonly stated in advance, except 

among very clOS(;! friends, relatives, or family members for some 

special events such as Tet Holidays (Lunar New Year), or death 

anniversaries which need certain contributions to show 

considerations and good attitudes and, in practical terms, to 

make the party well•organized and so that the burden of cost may 

be shared e.g: 

Thoi de em thoi xoi va rnua ga nhc. 

(Marker)+ let me cook sticky rice end buy chicken(+ 

marker). 

Con chi se chuan bi trai cay va nuoc uong di... 
And you (sister) will prepare fruit and drink (+marker). 

'I promise· may occasionally be used as a joke among friends, to 

emphasize responsibility or assure assistance of the host/ hostess 

as required to show solidarity and intimacy. For instance, the 

invited may be asked to com.e a bit earlier to do some cooking, 

decorating, shopping, or even running some errands, etc, for a 

big party, but this may happen among familiars/relatives only. 

Age/status differences Thanking is not normally used by 

Vietnamese people of similar age and social status for, to some 

extent, it sounds rather formal and '-insincere'. Yet, it is more 

commonly used between people of different status, and age 

whether they are family members or not. It is thought that 

inferior as well as younger people have an 'obligation' to thank 

people of higher status or greater age to show deep respect and 
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gratitude. However, in face~to-face interaction in informal 

situations, eye contact or smiles may be used instead. In the 

fol!owine examples, thanking is used to show respect and 

politeness hetween people of different status e.g. between 

professor and student: 

D..a... cam on co. em se toi. 

Yes, thank yuu (aunt/teacher) I'll come. 

Vang a com on thay. em se toi. 

Yes + ( marker), thank you (teacher) I'll come. 

Mild flattery may come immeJjately nfter the acceptance to 

please the inviter when they are of greater age or status. For 

example: 

Dnoc roi minh se toi. Thu vi that! 

O.K. I'll come. It's really interesting.' 

Cha, tuyet qua. Con gi bang. 

Oh, It's wonde,ful/grea/1 Nothing is better than that. 

Sometimes it may be a much stronger form of flattery: 

Nhat cau, duoc roi, the nau minh cung toi. 

You are number one, O.K. I'll certainly come. 

A direct promise may be used directly in some formal situations, 

among people of different status, age, when it, is used as a self

commitment, or as a pseudo-promise to imply respect, 

responsibility, and certainty. 

For example, 

Ba a.. con xin hua se toi dung gio. 

Father (+marker), I promise to come on time. 
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Em xin hua se toi som de giup co .a. 
I promise to come early to help you (Teacher) 

Nghe noi M lam cha gio ngon lam ma, den som lam giup 

minh nhe? 
It is said that M could make good Spring-rolls. Please came 

a bit earlier to help me? 

Duoc roi , em xin hua. 

O.K. I prornise. 

In some formal situations, there may be some slight pause to 

insert some honorific marker to express politeness, and call for 

attention such as 'Da', 'Thua' etc. S wants to indicate, on the 

one hand, willingness, respect, politeness, and on the other 

hand, the importance of the invite to encourage H's acceptance. 

Flattering is frequently used by S, chief1y in some formal 

situations, between people of different status or age to show HOC 

and gain sympathy, for example, 

Anh den du duoc thi that qui hoa qua. 

It'll be a great lwnour if ( brother) you come. 

Buoi lien hoan cua bon em ma thieu chi la mat vui day! 

Our party could not be fun without you . 

Su hien <lien cua thay la dieu vinh du Ion cho bon em day 

a. 
Your {teacher) presence uill be a great honour to all of us. 

In short, in is~uing an invite a number of different speech acts, 

though very simple, are involved to initiate a satisfy. In almost 

all cases, but especially in formal situations, besides proper 

terms of address, honorific markers /honorifics such as thua, da, 

a, nhe, etc. are used. These rnarke1·s might be used as fillers to 
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express hesitancy, which may allow S his/her options. In 

relation to the relative power between S and H, different status, 

age or gender, it seems that if the participants are not of equal 

power, then a more careful speech style (generally, a lower voice 

and a slower style) is used to mark the dominance of the speaker 

over H, the older over the younger. The use of honorifics is a S's 

strategy to humble S and to raise H's status to minimize threat to 

H: 

Da con Xln cam on thay ll 

(marker+ I beg (to) thank teacher + marker) 

Thank you sir. 

Thill! dao nay co khoe khong a.. 
(marker+recently teacher Well not +marker) 

How hnve. you been recently? 

4.3.3 Declining invitations. 

Declining a spoken invite, whether formal or informal, is not so 

easy as accepting, for it may hurt the inviter's feelings and 

attitudes. Usually, the procedure consists of a number of steps 

performed in a particular way. These may be divided into the 

categories of head act and post-exchange. 

An indication of declining is marked right away by au initial 

exclamation of regret followed by a hesitation which normally 

occurs immediately after. This is likely to be because H does not 

want to decline the invite abruptly, as a negative answer may 

hurt S's feeling. So, a regretful tone followed by hesitating has 

some significance in preserving S's face and, at the same time, 

giving H time to think over the situation carefully before giving a 

reasonable excuse. For example, 
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Oi ... (hesitation) ... ticc quar ... (hesiLalion). .. Phai chi ma em biet 

som ha? Em co heu voi co em vao ngay do mat roi. 

Oh! .. Sorry! ... !( I'd known a bit earlier ... I'ue an 

appointment with my teacher on that day). 

Troi!. .. (hesitation)... Bua do min h 

(hesitation) .. .lam sao doi duoc co chu ? 

ban mat roi! 

Dear rne .I I'll be busy on that day, how can I change it 
now? 

In genuine cases of inability to accept, the head act followa at 

once as indicated above. 

The post-exchange in almost all cases takes the form of a reason 

for declining, the most acceptable being prior arrangement as 

can be seen by the following: 

Oi, em lo hen voi co em rot. 

Oh, I've got an appointment with my teacher already. 

Troi!em hua den nha H roi ma. 

Dear me! I promised to go to H's +(marker) 

Kho Qua, ham do em co lop roi. 

lt's a pity. l'r:e class on that day. 

In the Vietnamese culture, hospitality is seen as very important. 

As a result, very few refusals are accepted immediately and an 

attempt is usully made to persuade II to accept. And sometimes 

these work. In the course of negotiating a negative outcome a 

positive outcome may emerge. Thus a contra may follow a contra 

and result in a positive satisfy, for example, 

S Chi M oi, chu nhat nay den xoi com voi gia dinh em 
nhe? Ong xa nhaern moi. o Uc 've ma! 
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Sister M, come over to have meal with me this 

Sunday. My husband has just come back from 

Australia. 

H The may gio day? 

At what time? 

S Kl10ang 6:00 gio chi a . 

At about 6:00 p.m+ TA (+Marker) 

H The thi khong duoc roi vi gio do chi di day 
Oh, I can't come at that time for I've go to go to class. 

S The chi den tre cung duoc. 

So, you can come late. 

H 7 :00 gio moi xong co ma . 

The class is over at 7: 00. 

S Khong sao, chi cu den , 

No matter. Yor.t could come. 

In declining an invite, thanking is rarely done except in some 

formal situations between people of different status: 

Rat cam on anh, Nhung horn do em phai thi Anh van mat 

r01. 

Thank you, but I've Lo take an English exam that day. 

Mild flattery is frequently employed to avoid hurting S's feelings 

as well as to maintain the relationship between Sand H: 

Hay qua! Nhung ... horn nay em rat ban. Xin cam on anh 
nhieu _ 

It sounds great ! But ... I'm very busy today. Thank you so 

much. 

Sometimes, H is inclin~<l towards a strong flattery, a common 

phenomenon in Vietnamese culture, to save H's face: 
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Anh tot qua. Nhung khan noi, horn nay em co lop mat roil 

How kind of you. But it is a pity that I've class this evening. 

In post-exchanges, apology and pseudo-promise may be issued to 

show HOC: 

Cam on chi, tiec qua ham nay em ban mat roi, thoi de khi 

khac vay. 

Thank you. It is a pity that I'm busy now. Maybe anotMr 

time. 

In the collection of the data, subjects were asked to respond 

negatively both to invites they wanted to attend but could not and 

also to ones which they could attend but did not want to. The 

latter, meant making a white lie • a small untruthful statement 

that is not intended to d~ceive necessarily but rather to keep S's 

feelings from hurting. Chiefly when using a whitelie, H does not 

want to show his/her true feelings of m1willingness. In all cases, 

it was not possible to distinguish between whether a refusal was 

genuine or not. 

4.3. 4 Problems with invitations 

a) Self- Invitations. 

Although most of the data obtained was in the form of usual 

invitations, it was also decided to investigate whether people 

made self-invitations and, if so,why, when and how they did it. 

Since they are initiating, although in a <lifferent way, self

invitations can belong to the category of invites. These 'self

satisfies' should always be fully understood between Sand H. For 

example, 



Chao ban N, chieu nay cha minh an com voi nhe? 

Hi N. Could I join your dinner this evening? 
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Certainly in satisfying this initiation, H will produce a' willing', 

as this is the aspect of H's dinner S thematized in his/her 

request. 

In practice, from the data obtained, (and personal observation), 

self'..invitation is issued only in a very informal situation between 

familiars, as a coinddence. It may be useri for the benefit of Sor 

both S and H. For example, when you pass by a close friend's 

house while her family is having meal, or when you come to an 

immediate family member for some business just at the time she 

is baking a cake. In reality, it is rarely performed intentionally 

for the benefit of H, as Edmonsond and House (1981) have 

suggested. 

In the Vietnamese culture, the well-known saying :'An co moi 

lam co khien' (You just have food when invited and do something 

when asked) seems to be traditional social behaviour. However, 

self-invitation, to some extent, is really a social phenomenon 

which presents a simple aspect and sub-division of the invite in 

real life, and should not be overlooked. Self-invitations are 

commonly used only in informal situations, depending on the 

relation.<-hip between the inviter and invitee. 

In self- inviting, FTAs appear to be put aside because 

participants are actually well aware of the situation and their 

only desire is for a social good or company in the future. 
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Of the purposes of self-invites, intimacy, sympathy, solidarity and 

new relationship are the most dominant,. 

There is not much difference in the language used by people of 

different age groups or gender. In issuing a self-invite, voice, 

rhythm, intonation and chiefly terms of address are used with 

care. Sometimes, self-invites are used as a kind of greeting and 

joking for opening a conversation/message. The following 

expressions are commonly used by VSV: 

Cha ngon qua cho nem voi? 

Oh it looks good, may I taste it ? 

Oi. doi qua co gi an khong ? 

Oh, f'ni uery hungry, may I have something to eat ? 

Ty nua ghe, cho minh an com voi nhe ? 
Could I drop by later arid have a meal with you? 

Hom nay den xin com day. 

Today I come to beg for a meal? 

b) Pseudo-invitatious 

ln general, Pseudo-invites are made in return for a social good 

received, and this phenomenon is very common in the 

Vietnamese culture for they are often used after the completion of 

another invite to reciprocate a social good. 

As in many other cultures, these invites may be ritual but they 

need concrete contexts to be issued. If an invite is not in a 

felicitous condition we may call them pseudo-invitation. Pseudo

invites sound like invites, but actually, are not. We can identify 

such pseudo-invitations by their generality because; 

a) there is no specific time mentioned 



b) the words' Some time' are freq11ently used. 

The following express-ions are commonly used: 

Khi nao den nha em choi nhe. 

Come to my house some time ( + marker) 

Hom nao minh phai dai ban mot chau moi duoc ! 
I want to treat you. some day f 

c) Non· invitations. 
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In the Vietnamese culture, there is also another kind of invite 

which sounds much the same as pseudo-invites, but, in fact, they 

are not. They are 'non-invites' which are never thought to have 

felicitous conditions to be realized. These non-invites act as a 

greeting or a show of politeness (frequently used in North 

Vietnam). The surface structure of a non-invite is identical to an 

invite but, in reality, it does not have anything to do with inviting. 

For example, 

Chau moi (bac ) xoi com. 

(I inuite (uncle) to eat rice). 

l invite you to have meal. 

And the response to this 'invite', and this is clear to both Hand S, 

is always negative even though His very hungry: 

r:tl, khong dam. 
(Marker+not dare) 

No, l dare not I No thank you, 

d) Who pays? 

In the Vietname::;e culture, it is S (the inviter) who is willing to 

meet the financial costs involved for both parties to avoid 
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misunderstandings and to show hospitality when the hill for the 

meal i::; presented. In practice, in almost all cases, the person 

who has the responsibility for any costs must be mentioned first 

whenever a gathering for a meal or some kind of entertainment 

is arranged. " Going dutch" - each one paying for his/her own 

check -might happen only among di.slant acquaintances, or for a 

large group of people enjoying a meal in a very informal 

situation. So, a knowledge of the Vietnamese culture is really 

necessary for the non-Vietnamese speaker, so that 

misunderstanding is avoided. 

4.3.5 Age, status and gender 

The marking of age and status is very important in Vietnamese 

culture. When addressing a person of greater age or higher 

status, it is very important that the correct honorifics and terms 

of address are chosen. More formal expressions are used, more 

flattery is employed in an invite in ttnns of how great an honour 

their presence would be and in an acceptance of an invitation 

from such a person of what a pleasure it would be to attend. More 

thanking is given to these, too. 

As far as gender differences are concerned, there is not so great a 

difference in terms of formality of form. But women use more 

flattery and more words expressing solidarity. They use a 

gentler, more persuasive intonation than men and are much 

more likely to refuse to accept the declining of an invite, but will 

try to persuade H to accept. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DATA AN'ALYSIS OF AUSTRALIAN SPOKEN INVITATIONS 

5.1 ISSUING SPOKEN INVITATIONS 

a) Reasons for issuing invitations 

The main reasons given for issuing invitations can be 

summarised in order of frequency of mention as follows: 

To be with friends; to have fun; to socialise; to entertain 

To a meal or to share outings such as going to a movie/ 

play/picnic/llBQ. 

To celebrate special events (house·warrnings/baby shower, 

etc). 

To get to know new people 

To say thank to people 

To introduce new people to each othPr 

'I'o celebrate some major festivals or holidays (Christmas/ 

National Day, Anzac Day, etc). 

This is similar to the Vietnamese reasons, apart from the 

common reason in Vietnamese of paying respect. Lo those of 

higher status. 

The people to whom invitations are issued 

As in the \'ietnamese culture, the people most frequently invited 

are friends. Australians also invite their families but not to such 
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a large extent as the Vietnamese. This reflects the social 

organization structures of the two cultures. 

The Australians interviewed almost never invite their superiors 

al work or their teachers or children's teachers unless they 

particularly like them or share a particular interest in common. 

No Australians admit.Led that they would issue an invitation to a 

superior merely in order to \:limb the ladder'. The following is a 

typical comment. 

"Whether it was a sen.Sf' of humour or ... perhaps, things 

that thP kids did in common things that we may be 

interested in I would lihe them -Yes but not just because 

they happened to be the boss - I never do that" 

Australians do not regularly invite younger people, apart from 

their children's friends. This is due to a recognition of a lack of 

Common interests and therefore possibly the event being possibly 

boring for the younger people. e.g. 

'Td have a group of people if they were our sort of 

age ... not 19 year olds! We couldn't .... have any friends that 

a new 19 year old would be tnterested in but .... just to meet 

the people." 

c) The channel 

With the widespread use of the telephone in Australia, by far the 

most common channel of invitation was the telephone. 

For formal and special events • wedding, baby shower, big 

reception etc. - written invitations are traditionally sent; but, for 

informal invitations, spoken invitations are always issued. 
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d) The structure of the invitation 

Pre•inyite Prc-iuvi tes most often immediately precede Head act 

with no interjection on the part of H (87%:). In these cases, there 

is no exchange as such. The occurrences of a separate move 

(13%) fell into two categories: either clearing the ground to check 

if His free or describing the event that is planned. The former is 

used mostly where S and H ore close friends while the latter may 

be w~ed whatever the social distance may be. 

A It's X's birthday on Saturday and we're having a 

We're having a (BBQ I picnic I some friends round 

on ..... 

B What are you doing tonight? 

Are you doing anything on ....... . ? 

Have you gol food organised for tonight? 

8% 

5% 

l 
In A, all cases were turned into an exchange by an interjection by 

Hin the nature of a comment like: 

Oh, is it a special day? 

or a pleasantry such as: 

That's nice I line! 

With openers like B, the following responses were made: 

I'm not sure. Why? 

I don't think I'm doing anything. Why? 

Nothing. 
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From the lone of voice used, all replies apart from one were 

guarded, suggesting a reluctance on the part of H to commit 

him/herself without knowing the cost, even though in all cases 

the relationship of S and H was that of close friend. 

Pre-invite+ Invite 

The other 87% of invites were combined with a grounding move or 

direct invitations. The following structures emerged. 

1 I'm having (some people round/a BBQ on ....... .) 12% 

and wondered if you would like to join us? 

thought you might lihe to come. 

and wondered if you would be free to join us? 

2 We were wondering if youwould be free to come 10% 

and have a meal with us on ........ 

3 If you 're not doing anything (time}, 5% 

I wondered if you might like to come and l (have a BBQ) 

Why don't you come round and (hatie dinner) 

4 What about coming to have (dinner tonight)? 5% 

5 I thouRht you might like to come and (have 2% 

dinner with us next .. .) 

6 I've just made a whole pot of (food) and wondered 1% 

if you can help me eat it. 

From the results, it can be seen that pre-invites are structured to 

avoid imposition, to ensure that H knows what the commitment 

might be or to give H some time to think of the possible options. 

The most common of the pre-invites may be much longer than the 
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summaries above and c011sist of requesting H's presence, giving 

the reason for the gathering, and mentioning time and place. 

The most common form (1 above) is to give a reason for the 

gathering, and follow it by the invite. 2 issues the invite but 

suggests that the invite is open only if it is convenient for H to 

accept, thus leaving a way out both for H to refuse and Snot to feel 

as ifs/he is being turned down with no thought. 

1 and 2 above may appear to be more formal and were the only 

expressions used when inviting a superior, especially the form 

I'm having (some peopie round/a BBQ on .... .) and wondered if 

you would be free to join us. However, 1 and. 2 were uJso the 

expressions used most frequently between close friends. 

The main difference between addressing close friends and people 

of higher status were a slightly more deferential tone of voice to 

the superiors and much less chit-chat between S and H. 

Invitations to people of a higher status and those to less close 

friends were almost identical. 

3, 4, 5 and 6 were only used between friends, with 3 being used 

both to less close friends and close friends and 6 being used by 2 

subjects to their very close friends. 

As far as agP and gender were concerned, no differences could be 

detected. 

The majority of expreRsions used were tentative in form ([ was 

wondering if you would I might like to ... ) but it was the intonation 

used rather than the form which dictated how polite S was being. 
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In e-eneral, ASE, normally use pre-exchanges for clearing the 

grounding, as a clarifier in informal situations or for explaining 

the event before issuing an invite. The strategies used seem quite 

indirect and extended, and the expressions used are commonly 

indirect. This is likely to avoid loss of face when a commitment is 

mentioned : 

I was wondering if you and S would like to come round for 

a meal next Friday? 

I was just wondering. We're having a BBQ on ......... and 

wondered if you were free. 

We're having BBQ on Saturday lunch time. Perhaps you 

and S would like to come round ? 

However, in mare informal situations, the expressions are less 

tentative to express intimacy and solidarity. 

I would likf} to invite you to Join our dinner this Saturday 

evening ? 

Why don't you go with us for a movie this afternoon? 

How about dinner tonight ? 

What about a picnic this weekend when the weather is 
fine? 

Po.sl-exchangcs are also commonly used to show S's willingness 

and enthusiasm ,..,hether the final outcome is positive or 

negative. 

Sorry about this. 

Oh, no. That would be wonderful. Let me check up and see 

what we're doing and see which day is better and I'll get 
back to you. Ts that 0. K? 

Good 1 
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5.2 RESPONSES TO SPOKEN INVffATIONS. 

5.2.1 Aceepting invitations 

Pre-accept In accepting invitations, a distinct pattern emerged. 

In most cases, a little time was needed before the acceptance was 

given. 

Strategy to gain thinking time 

Errr .... This Saturday? ... Let me thinh ... 86% 

That's sounds good! Let me go and check my diary I 

with (partner)! 

immediate 
Yes that's great 14% 

Hesitating is used often as a preface for the continued steps. In 

general, ASEs do not respond to an invite immediately, but they 

frequently think it over hefon~ making decision. As far as 

politeness (the preservation of S's face) is concerned, hesitating is 

used to give H time to think (or pretend to think) before 

committing her/himself to an acceptance. This strategy is also 

used for negotiatine time, place, persona} circumstances or 

alternative arrangements to create a felicitous condition for a 

positive outcome which may satisfy both S and H. A very 

common thinking time device is to go and check with a partner or 

to check the diary. 

Head act In the case of a positive outcome (a satisfy), the 

followin expressions occurred very frequent1y. 
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1 I'd love to! 38% 

2 Great I 32% 

Wonderful! l Sure! 

3 I'd be delighted to! 12% 

4 That's very kind of you. I'd love to come. 12% 

(the above) + Thanks l Thank you very much! 

5 Well ... That sounds very good! 2% 

It sounds like fun! 

Promises, in general, are not frequently used at this stage but 

instead acceptance and a firm commitment to attend are 

indicated. The responses were enthusiastic and perhaps could 

be interpreted as being flattering to S. Thanking is believed to be 

very commonly used by ASE to show gratitude for any social good 

received whether this activity will come true or not. However, it is 

interesting to observe that overt expressions of thanks were rarely 

used. Thanking is more frequently used in more formal 

situations and is used a little more frequently by females than 

male,<:;. 

Post-exchanges In all cases, post-exchanges were felt to be 

necessary. Apart from making arrangements for time and place, 

these consisted of the following strategies: flattering (by both S 

and H), sugges~ing bringing something {food/drink), repetition of 

acceptance and statement. of committment (H) or statement of 

confirmation (S). 



Statement of committmenUconfirmation 

Flattering 

Offer/statement of Lrini:ring something 

Thanking 

Repetition of acc~,2tance 

Expressions used: 

Flattering; 

That would be really nice! 

That sounds great! 

I'll really look forward to that.I 

I'll look forward to seeing you. 

That's very kind of you! 

Offer/statement of bringing s91neihing: 

What can I bring? 

Can I bring a plate? 

Can I bring anything? 
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60% 

40% 

20% 

20% 

10% 

Well, that sounds very good. Can I get anything on the 

way? I'll bring some ....... (usually wine). 

Offering to bring something is also an optional strategy which is 

sometimes used directly and by older people. Both males and 

females offer, the only difference between them is that females 

imply that they will bring food, while males offer v.rine. It has 

been suggested by some respondents that offering to contribute to 

the event may be a local (Canberra) rather than a country.wide 

phenomenon. 

Repetition of acceptance 

(as initial acceptam:e) 



Statement of comrnittmenUconfirrnation 

I'll see you on ( .... ) 

Good, see you then. 

Nice, I looh iorward to that. 
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These may be uttered by either Sor Hand is usually an indication 

of the closing move. These expressions are used to imply the 

double meanings of thanking and promising when promising 

seems rather formal and out of place. 

Thankipg 

Thanks 

Thank you very much 

As mentioned above, thanking 1s much less frequent than 

expected If thanks are offe1·ed, they tentl Lo be at the closing stages 

of the whole exchange. 

5.2.2 l:>ec'lining invitations 

In gen1;ral, from the natural structure of an invite, declining is 

much more complex for it may ~hreaten H's positive face by 

indicating that S rloes not care about H 's feelings and attitudes; 

or it may also threaten H's negative face by indicating that S may 

impose some choice of action which H could not expect. 

In declining, expressions of disappointment, flattery, thanking, 

apology and giving- reasons arc performed. 

The most common ways of declining were: 



Oh, we'd love to ... but ........ . 

I'm terribly sorry but.. .. . 
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28% 

+ 27% 

Oh, what a pity!... I can't I'm afraid/sorry reason 24o/c 

Oh, thank you very much! That would be lovely but..... 11% 

Oh, that's really nice/kind of ou but..... 5% 

An indication of intention to decline is given immediately with 

the use of "Oh!'' (falling tone) and followed by some exclamation. 

The words in bold type were those stressed, expressing 

disappointment. 

These expressions may be repeated once or twice more m the 

exchange after reasons for inability to accept are given. 

Flattering expressions, (such as "Oh, that's really nice I kind of 

you" "I'd reully love to, but ... ") ,_nay imply double meanings: one 

is to save S's face, the other is to gain sympathy, and maintain 

good relations for the future social benefit 

If apologies are used they most usually (87%) include an 

upgrader such as "terribly"; "uery". Without this, the response 

might be interpreted as being insincere. 

Thanking i!:> much more frequent in declining invitations than in 

accepting them, e.g. 

Thank you very much. I'm afraid I can't make it because 

of .. 

Thank you, but I'm. afraid I'm ...... . 
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Giving reasons is of major importance in this part of the 

exchange as this again can save S's face. No refusals were given 

without some reason being given. 

The most common reasons for declining were· 

Prior commitment 45% 

Work 33% 

ExhauRtion 9% 

Being busy (unspecified) 8% 

Frequently quHe long and detailed explanations were given to 

indicate the impossibility of acceptancP. and that H was not at 

fault. One example is: 

"Oh, I'm very sorry .... but we've already organised 

.Saturday and 1 can't disappoint the children ... .(1-Iusband) 

has lo go to work this Saturday and I've already promised 

(son 1) that I would take him to (place) and (son. 2) has been 

loohing forward for ages to (another event}, They'r.;e been 

looking forward to this all week and I really can't 

disappoint them. I'm so sorry!" 

In post•exchanges, pseudo•promises are frequently ~xprcssed by 

some utterances to indicate a desire for some contact in the 

future or maintain the relationship between S and H : 

Very sorry ... .!wpe there will be another oppor!unily. 

Thank you very much but I'm afraid, I can't make it 

now ... Can we get together another day? 

Insincere refusals take the same form and are not noticeably 

different from genuine ones. 
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5.3 PROBLEMS WITH INVITATIONS 

al Self-invitations 

Self-in\.itations may occur when S wants to gain sympathy, to 

express intimacy or to build a new relationship etc, but, in fact, it 

is not frequently used. All Australians responded that they 

would be very cautions even with close friends, one respondent 

saying that he would not self-invite even to his parent's home. If 

people wished to self-invite, they would not mention food or 

drinks, but would suggest only visiting. 

The following expressions could be used among very intimate 

friends or immediate family members: 

Could I drop by to see you tonight? 

If you would like me to ... I coLLld ... 

Do you mind if .. I Join your group to go lo the theatre ? 

Pseudo- invitations 

In the- Australian culture, in addition to some reciprocal invites, 

which may lie issued in return for some social good received, 

there are also some phrases that sound like invitations, but, in 

fact, they are not. People frequently use the following 

expressions: 

We'll have to get together some time 

Please come to see mr: some time 

You'll have to come over soon 
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We may identify these pseudo-invites because of their generality 

for th~rn is no specific time and place designated. These 

invitations may be realized only if felicitous conditions are 

provided. 

All respondents said that they had issued these general 

invitations and, at the time of giving them, a genuine intention 

was expressed. 

The most common response to these invitations was: 

Thanks, I'd Jilcr that. 

Yes, that would be vrry nice sometime. 

In 'accepting· these invitations, all respondents felt that the 

invitations might be followed up but that they would not 

anticipate it and would not be surprised if a real invitation did not 

appear. 

There appears to be no equivalent in Australian culture of the 

non-invitation. 

d) Who pays? 

In the Australian culture as well as in many other cultures, 

when some one asks you to his/her home to have lunch, dinner 

etc, it is clear who i:; the guest and who is bast /hostess. But 

invitations to Yestaurants for a meal, coffee, or a drink ... may 

sometimes present some problems and customs may vary from 

place to place. Usually, it is the inviter who is responsible for any 

costs involved for both parties, as one would expect, but 
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sometimes, the invited may make some contribution, such as to 

pay for the drink, or to tip etc. However, in reality, t.his problem 

might be very flexible depending on the real relationship between 

S and H in actual interaction. Going dutch is also a common 

phenomenon which may happen among friends or 

acquaintances in almost all cases in Australian culture. 

5.4 STATUS, AGE AND GENDER 

As mentioned earlier, Australians do not feel status or greater 

age is very important. Almost all said that they would invite a 

superior only if (s)he were a friend. In the questionnaire and 

role-play, however, s_ome differences emerged. '!'he expressions 

used were more formal and more tentative. The intonation was 

~lightly more deferential. 'These were present, however, with 

anyone of greater social distance than close friends. 

In addressing H, there was little difference Letween men and 

women. The main differences were that women tended to thank 

much more than men, they tended to repeat enthusiastic 

comments more than men, use more up-graders in their 

apologies than men and feel the need to give more detailed 

reasons for refusal. These differences could only be seen as a 

tendency, however, rather than an obYious difference. 



CHAPTER SIX 

COMPARISON OF VJE'INAMESE A.'ID AUSTRALIAN 

SPOKEN INVITATIONS 

G.1 ISSUING SPOKEN INVITATIONS 
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In the Australian as well as in the Vietnamese culture, invite is 

one of the illocutions which occur in our daily life. However, 

some differences are clear and the two different moves ~- initiate 

and satisfy - may be performed to some extent differently. 

a) Reasons for issuing invitations 

The reasons for issuing invitations are very similar m both 

cultures, the main ones in both cases being to socialize. 

The people to whom invitations are issued 

On the whole, relatives and friend:::; are the most frequently 

invited in both cultures. Colleagues, superiors at work and 

teachers are also invited, but in Australia only if they are also 

friends oi- have interests in common. 

In the Vietnamese culture, an employee may invite a boss, and, 

in fact, this is normal to Vietnamese people's thinking because it 

may be good on one hand, e.g. to build up a new relationship for 

some social interest for both S and H in the future; on the other 

hand, it might a remnant of the very old and dominant 

hierarchica1 feudal system, which is still lingering in the mind 

of many Vietnamese 'The inferior should always respect the 
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superior'. Inviting a professor is also normal because the 

relationship between professor and student is always regarded as 

very important. 'Ton su trong dao' (respect and highlight good 

virtue), or · Muon con hay chu phai yeu lay thay' (If you want 

your children to be mtellecluals, you have to respect their 

teacher) are well-known Vietnamese sayings that express deep 

social gratitude to the teacher. Inviting a teacher or professor is 

regarded as a great honour and pleasure for a student and for 

his/her family an opportunity lo show respect. 

c) The structure of the invitation 

The natural structure of an invite in Australian and Vietnamese 

cultures is very similar. They are exchanges of different moves 

v.rith a head act as a focus. These moves are performed logically 

and flexibly depending on the practical situations and 

relationship between S and H. 

6.2 ISSUING INVITATIONS 

Pre-invites play a very important part in clearing the ground (in 

informal situations) and explaining the event to H (in formal 

situation). 

Tentative expressions are more frequently used by ASEs in 

initiating an invite, with much greater opportunity allowed for H 

to know exactly what the commitment is. Tlierefore, ASE's 

invitation seem to be more extended and indirect in issuing an 

invite, while VSV's seem to be more direct than ASE. The 

mistake must not be ma<le, however, that VSVs are therefore less 

polite than ASEs. In Vietnamese contexts, VSVs have to pay 
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much attention to terms of address, honorific markers, as well as 

quality of voice, rhythm and intonation, and thus are much more 

aware of differences between people of different status, age and 

gender. 

One difference noted was that ASE's often use the expressions: 

"If you're free/ if you're not busy/ if you aren't doing anything 

else, (would you like to .... "). This suggests that His quite likely to 

have something really important on and therefore might not be 

able to give you the pleasure of their company. To use such 

expressions ln Vietnamese is regarded as rather impolite. The 

Vietnamese interprets this as an lack of willingness or lack of 

sincerity on the part of S. 

Mild flattering expressions, not meaning some benefit for S but 

used to express great enthusiasm and willingness, are frequently 

used by both male and female ASEs. VSVs, however, tend to use 

more flattering expressions and stronger terms than ASEs in the 

same situation but especially in more formal situations e.g. 

"Your presence would be an honour". Female VSVs tend to use 

them more than male VSVs, especially in formal situations. 

6.3 ACCEPTING INVITATIONS 

An acceptance of an invit..at..ion in both cultures frequently begins 

with a hesitation before making a decision. 

The most obvious difference between the cultures is that while 

VSVs accept most frequently with a stated promise (e.g. Yes! I'll 

come! I I'll be there!), ASEs use expressions such as "That would 

be great/ I Love to/" But both forms of realization are regarded as 
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equal commitments. Again lack of directness in ASE expressions 

is balanced by the more direct VSV expressions which include 

terms of respect. 

Thanking is more frequently done by ASEs than VSVs. with 

female ASEs doing a little more. But this was, surprisingly, used 

much less frequently than expected. 

6.4 DECLINING INVITATIONS 

In performing some moves in declining an invite, in Australian 

as well as in Vietnamese culture, the main expressions are 

Oi, that/ dang trach qua/tiec qua! 

Oh what a shame I pity! 

Troi oi! That tiec qua! 

Oh dear! rm really sorry ... 

Hesitating is frequently used by both ASEs and VSVs showing 

H's concern for S's face before issuing a negative out come. Mild 

flattery and thanking are more frequently used by ASE than VSV 

while declining the invite. In Vietnamese contexts, this is only 

more frequent between people of different status and age. 

'Apology' is used by both, with ASEs seeming to be more profuse 

than VSVs. 

Reasons for declining are usua11y given by both groups but ASEs 

seem to need to give longer, more detailed explanations while 

VSVs can sometimes simply say 'Tm busy." However, VSVs 

seem much more unhappy to accept a first refusal and will 

attempt to turn a contra into a positive outcome satisfy by 
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persuasion. This may reflect the different social attitudes. An 

Australian may not wish to impose on the individual and may 

see work as of high priority. With a much more group identity, a 

Vietnamese may see a social event c1s being more important. 

6.5 STATUS, AGE AND GENDER 

VSVs and ASEs regard status, age and gender in different ways. 

One difference has already been noted in that Australians rarely 

invite people of a higher status unless they are friends. In ways 

of addressing people of lower status, Australians make no 

difference between them and friends, although they address 

people of higher status in a slightly more formal way. 'I'his 

formality is used with older people, too, but little difference is 

made if the older people are close friends. 'l'here is no noticeable 

difference between the ways men and women address each other, 

except that women tend to accept and decline in terms that arc 

more strongly marked with enthusiasm and also tend to give 

more detailed explanations for refusal. 

Status and age in Vietnam is much more important. And the 

range of differences between people of higher and lower status 

are more marked. Terms of address, honorific markers, rhythm, 

and intonation are frequently used by VSV in their own contexts 

to express politeness and different status, age and gender. 

However, overt markers of politeness are more important, too, 

and thus people of a higher status and greater age are given 

more flattery and more thanking, while those of lower status in a 

few occasions and only by male respondents are given much less. 
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There is less obvious difference with gender, which is marked 

mainly, not by different cxprt:ssicns, but only by different terms of 

address. Like ASE females, VSV femalPs use more emotional 

responses than male:;. 
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CHAPTEH SEVEN 

CROSS CULTURAL STUDY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE 

CLASSROOM. 

7.1 DITRODUCTION 

In an attempt to invest-.igate if there was any pragmatic transfer, 

it was decided to examine inviting behaviour by Vietnamese 

speakers of English. 

The subjects were 10 intermediate students (5 males and 5 

females) studying English at the University uf Canberra. 'T'he 

r<Jscarch instrument were the same as those used in the main 

study - Questionnaires and Role-plays, C'xcept that age and status 

factors were not investigated. In order Lo avoid the possible 

diffcro3nces of status that the students might put on Australians 

as members of their host-country and as these students have few 

close Australian friends, it was decided to conduct the role-plays 

using Vietnamese for both S and H roles. 

7.2 INVITATIONS BY VIETNAMESE SPEAKERS OF 

ENGLISH 

7.2.l Issuing invitations 

In general, pre-ex.change.s arc not as dyn;;imic as those which are 

c.sed in their own contexts due maybe to a lack of some cultural 

and social knowledge. Unlike U-ie native language (both V'dV and 

ASE) invil3tions, there was very litLle pn~-invite after the opening 

rituals. 
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Only two pre~invites were used: 

Are you free tonight? 

I haven't seen you for a long time and I have something to 

tell you. 

We have a birthday party for my son. 

All others begau with the invite itself: 

Why don't you come to my house or ..... . 

How about coming to my house._ 

What about going to ...... . 

We would be very glad I happy I pleased if you could 

Uoin us for a dinner this Sunday) 

I'd be very pleased if you are able to come to .... 

Afr A, I want to invite you to (have dinner with us thi~ 

Sunday, is that 0.K'J 

I'd like I would li!,e to invite you to .............. . 

\Vould you come to my house next.. ....... . 

Would )OU please come to my house .... ...... . 

I was wondering if I could invite you for 

a meal at home tomorrow evening 

30% 

24% 

21% 

17% 

8% 

It can be seen that these cover a range of forms, using a greater 

number of farms than occurred even in the NS group. The 

majority of them however, are much more direct and immediate 

than the ASE ones with fewer tentative expressions being 

employed, maybe because VSEs want to make sure their purpose 

is clear and get the feedback as soon as possible. 'l'hey were also 

delivered at a much faster rate than the native speakers used. 
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Sometimes, the VSEs seem to 'talk like a book', which could 

make native speakers feel awkward. 

Sometimes the invites seem to be inclined towards flattering, a 

very common phenomenon in Vietnamese culture. In reality, 

'glad', 'pleased', and 'happy', which are very frequently used by 

VSVs, might sound alien to native speakers when they are used 

by VSEs in the same situations. 

Generally, the tone of voice used was very polite and what may 

seem to be abrupt in form (e.g. Would you please come to my 

house ........... ) which to NS might sound more like an order did 

not appear to be very impolite. 

7.2.2 Accepting invitations 

Like the VSVs and ASEs. VSEs often hesitated or repeated a 

segment of the invitation to give them time to think before 

accepting, e.g.: 

On Sunday? 

This weekend? 

It is interesting to see that in the acceptance itself there was 

almost no variation: 

Thanh you I'll be there. 

Thanks, I'll come. 

Oh, what a lovely invitation! Sure, J'il be there. 

You're so kind, I'll come. 

Thank you for thinking of me, I'll come. 
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In accepting an invite, VSEs are more abrupt and immediate, 

which may be due to cultural and psychological transfer from 

Vietnamese into English. When being invited, VSEs may have 

the feeling that it is an honour and that they have an obligation to 

please the invitcir for building up or consolidating a new 

relationship. However, their acceptance seems to be dfrect and 

formal in the majority of cases. 'Thanking' is much more 

frequent than a ASE would use and is often accompanied by 

flattery and the acceptance is almost always a promise. 

7.2.3 Declinmg invitations 

The most common ways of declining were as follows: 

I'd love to, but I'm afraid ... 

Oh, that would be nice, but I've got another appointment. 

May be _anoiher time. 

I'm so sorry, I'm very busy today. 

I'd love to, but I've mart)' things to do tonight. 

Like accepting, there was a very small range of variation in the 

responses. It can be seen that, while ''I'd love to" is used both in 

accepting and declining an invite by a ASE, it was used only in 

declining by the VSE's. The difference in native-speaker use 

between the positive and negative "I'd ]ove to" is a matter of 

intonation. It may be that VSVs are unable to differentiate the 

two and therefore may feel safer in restricting it to one use. 

The post-exchange used in this part usually contained a reason, 

but these were more limited to the reason alone with no involved 

explanation. 



I'm busy 

I have an appointment 

I have a meeting 

7.2.4 Discussion of results 
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+ 

explanation explanation 

78% I 22% --~~ 

Tn trying to interpret the results of this, we must be careful not to 

emphasize too much. With learners of a language, it must be 

remembered not to assume that all differences from the NS norm 

are due to Ll cultural or linguistic interference. The 

interlanguage level of the learners may ulso have some 

influence. 

In the issuing of an invitation, for example, some of the more 

tentative forms (e.g. I was wondering if you would .... ) arc quite 

complex grammatically and may be more difficult to use from 

that point of view. Also, forms such as "What about ... /Why don't 

you. ... " may have been practiced in class and are easily learned. 

Or they may be trying to fol1ow native speakers and make full use 

of what their linguistic knowledge has provided but the 

expressions they used seem unnatural. 

However, from the data obtained there seems to have been some 

transfer from Vietnamese into English. Sometimes they seem to 

trans1ate some expressions from Vietnamese into English and 

the more direct forms may originate from Vietnamese. Iu 

accepting behaviour, it seems that the 'pron1ise' response is a 

ilirect reflection of Vietnamese and that terms like 'You're so 

kind', although they may be used in ASE are more likely to come 

from Vietnamese. 
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The rate of thanking, which is higher than in their LI and is 

higher than ASEs use, probably comes from classroom learning 

and is being 'over-applied'. Vietnamese people do not frequently 

use thanking among familiars and the over~politeness in 

informal situations may sometimes make native speakers 

emba1Tassed or feel awkward. 

There does not seem to be the feeling that it is necessary to give a 

long explanation of the reason for declining and this may also be 

due to cultural factors. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 REVIEW OF THE STUDY 

In recent years, Vietnam has been in contact with mnny 

countries all over the world for intcrnati·onal cooperation, which 

has been increasing in various fields. And English, which is the 

most popular language to learn is becoming an important 

medium of communication. In addition, social interaction with 

different people from differ~nt nations has given rise to the needs 

of mutual understanding among nations :in different aspects, 

especially in cross-cultural studies. 

In this report the focus has been on invitations, a social ritual 

which may reflect some aspects of real life. Written invitations 

are frequently used for formal occasions, but much more rarely 

used to issue informal invitations. The main focus, therefore, 

was on spoken invitations. Some factors were investigated to see 

how people of different status, age and gender issue, accept and 

decline an invite in different situations in Australian as well as 

in Vietnamese culture. 

8.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING METHODS. 

The aim in Vietnamese educational e~Lablishmcnts is for 

communicative competence. In the last few years, The 

Communicative Language Teaching Method with its variety of 

authentic materials has been introduced into Vietnam. The 
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results, however, are still limited due to a lack of native-speaker 

tP.achers, little availability of authentic teaching and learning 

materials, poor teaching facilities and learning conditions, and 

a lack of good quality teachers. 

In spite of these difficulties, some attempt must be made to meet 

the learners' needs. The learnersshould be made aware of 

cultural differences that they come across in textbooks and other 

teaching materials through consciom; comparisons and 

contrasts of their own and other cultures both for meeting native 

speakers in their own country or for working and living in an 

English speaking country. 

Since we must build in more opportunities for students to try to 

use communicative activities in the classroom, materials need to 

be produced not only to practise the linguistic form related to 

specific functionb but also to provide contexts and guidelines for 

interaction. It is through activities such as these that an 

awareness of culture can be transmitted. This study has focu:;sed 

on the difficult variables in one area, which may contribute to the 

design of appropriate teaching materials. 

In leaching, we could make use of authentic materiats, as wdl 

as visual aids such as µicturc.s, films, and videos to support 

teaching and learning, chiefly in teaching spoken English_ 

To some extent, we may cooperate with teachers from some 

English speaking countries, if possible, to organize in~country 

workshops and seminars to improve the local teachers' 

qualifications, and at the same lime, to encourage them to apply 
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new methods for effective teaching and learuing in a non-native 

environment. 

8.3 CONCLUSION 

Communicative competence theory covers a range of different 

dimensions of language behaviour in the individual and in the 

speech community; and, it is clear that speech acts, one aspect of 

communicative competeuce, need to be taught and learned. The 

::.tudy of speech acts and speech events in a foreign language 

could help the foreign language learners understand and use 

appropriately the target language to be able to avoid culture shock 

and awkward situations which might lead to loss of face in 

~ocial interaction and which may, at same time, hinder their 

progress in actual communication. 
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APPENDIX A 

I would be very grateful if you could find the time to help me with my 
research by completing this questionnaire. 

Age range: (please circle) below 20 / 20-30 / 30-40 / 40-50 

Profession: -----------
Gender: Female/ Male 

Nationality: __________ _ 

First language: 
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Questionnaire 

In each of the following dialogues write in what you think the person 
speaking might say. 

1 You and B are close friends. You would like B to come to some 
event (e.g. a movie/ a play/ a picnic) (i.e.something outside the 
home) 

You: 

2 You and D are friends. You would like D (and his/her spouse if 
there is one) to come for a meal at home next Friday evening. 

You: 

3 It's your birthday in two weeks time (May 24th) You have decided 
to have a party in the evening of your birthday. You would like E 
to come. 

You: 

4 You got a new boss a few months ago. You don't know this 
person very well as yet but you decide to ask this person for a 
meal at home. What do you say? 

You: 

5 You suddenly decide on the spur of the moment that you would 
like a friend to come and have a meal that night. 

You: 

6 You suddenly find yourself with extra tickets for a concert and 
think an acquaintance you haven't seen for some time might 
want to use them. 
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You: 

7 You and B are friends of different ages. You would like B to come 
to some event (e.g. a movie/ a play/ a picnit.:) (i.e.somcthing 
ou tsidc the home.) 

You: 

8 A friend rings you up and invites you to have supper with 
him/her/them that night. You are free to go. What would you 
say? 

9 Your boss, who is older than you, asks you for a meal at the 
weekend. You are free to go. What would you say? 

You: _________________________________________ _ 

10 A new acquaintance at work invites you to come for a lunchtime 
BBQ at th€ir house in a couple of weeks time. You are free to go. 
What would you say? 

You: 

11 A friend asks you to go to visit them at their house. You don't 
want to go, What would you say? 

You: 

You are a professor/ lecturer/ teacher at a university where Bis 
a foreign student . You have met in the cla,:;sroom once or twice 
only but you want to invite the student to your house for a BBQ. 
What would you say? 

You: 

l'3 You are a student and you want to invite your professor to a 
formal dinner, What would you say? 

You: 

14 You have been invited by someone to have a meal at their house 
but don't want to go. Which of the following could you use as an 
excuse? 

No, I can't come. 
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Sorry I'm busy. 
I'd love to but I'm afraid I've got a bu)-;;y day next day and I want 
to get a good sleep. 
I'd love to but I've already got something on. 
I'd love to th:rnks but I've got a lot of work to do t..onight. 
\Vhat a. pity, I'm hw:::;y. 
No thanks, I'm too ti red. 

What would you say? 



AppendixB 

A1:re ran[e: (please circle) below 

20-30 I 30-40 I 40-50 /over 

Profession: 

Gender: Female / nrnle 

Natinality: 

First Language: 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. a.For what reason do people give invitations? 

b.On what occasions rlo people ~ve invitations? 

c.Wlw do people give invitations to'? 

2. Issuing invitations. 

11 1 

You want to invite someone to have a meaI with you on Sunday 

evening at your house. \1/hat would you say to the following 

people? 

a. Someone older than you arc 

b. Someone younger than you are 

c. someone of the same ap~ 

d. Someone of the same sex 

e. Someone of the opposite sex 
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f. Someone ,vi.th higher status 

g. Someone of lower status 

h. Someone of equal status 

i. A close relative 

j. A distant relative 

3.Accepting invilations 

Someone invites you for a meal on Sunday evening-. You are free 

and would like to go. \,Vhat would say to the following- people? 

a. Someone older than you a.re 

b. Someone younger than you are 

c. Someone of the same age 

d. Someone of the same sex 

e. Someone of the opposite sex 

f. Someone with higher status 

g. Someone of lower status 

_h. Someone of equal status 
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i. A close relative 

j. A distant relative 

4. A. Someone invites you for a meal on Sunday evening. You 

wold like to go but you can't. What would you say to the following 

people? 

a. Someone older than you are 

b.Someone younger than you are 

c Someone of the same age 

·----------------------------------------------
cl.Someone of the same sex 

e. Someone of the opposite sex 

f Someone with higher status 

g Someone oflower status 

h. Someone of equal status 

i. A close relative 

j.A distant relative 
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B. Someone invites you for a meal on Sunday evening. You 

are free but you don't want to go. What would you say to the 

following people.? 

a. Someone older than you are 

b. Someone younger than you are 

c. Someone of the same age 

d. Surneone of the same sex 

e. Someone of the oµposi.te sex 

f. Someone with higher status 

g.Someone oflower status 

h. Someone of equal status 

i. A close relative 

j. A distant relative 
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Ban than men, 

De giup cho viec nghien cuu co hieu qua, xin ban vui long tra loi 

cac cau hoi sau day. 

Xin chan thanh cam on. 

Quoc tich: 

Tuoi: 20-30 / 30-40 / 40-50 I 

Gioi tinh: Nam Nu 

Nghe nghiep : 

Tieng me de: 

CAU HO! 

1. Vi nhl:.ng ly do gi ma nguoi ta moi nhau? 

_b. Mui nhau trong nhung dip nao? 

c_ Ai la nguoi duoc moil 

_2. Mai 

Ban muon moi mot nguoi nao do den dung com tai nha vao toi 

chu nhat , Lan se moi ra sao voi nhung doi tuong sau day? 

a. Nguoi Ion tuoi hon: 

b. Nguoi nho tuoi hon: 

c. Ngnoi bang tuoi: 

d. Nguoi cung gioi: 
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----------------------------------------------
e. Nguoi khac gioi: 

f Nguoi co dia vi co hon: 

----------------------------------------------
g. Nguoi co dia vi thap hon: 

_h.Nguoi ugang hang: 

i. Nguoi ho hang gan: 

j. Nguoi ho hang xa: 

3. Nhan loi moi 

Nguoi nao do moi ban dung com tai nha vao toi chu nhat. Ban 

ranh va nhan loi. Ban se tra Joi ra sao voi cac doi tuong sau day? 

a. N guoi lon tuoi hon: 

b. Nguoi nho tuoi hon: 

c. Nguoi bang tuoi: 

d. Nguoi cung gioi: 

e, Nguoi khac gioi: 

f Nguoi co dia vi co hon: 
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g.Nguoi co dia vi thap hon: 

----------------------------------------------
h.Nguoi ngang hang: 

-----------------------------------------------
i. Nguoi ho hang gan: 

----------------------------------------------
j. Nguoi ho hang xa: 

4. Tu choi loi moi: 

A. Nguoi nao do moi ban dung com tai nha vao toi chu nhat . 

Ban muon di nhung khong the di duoc. Ban se tra loi ra sao voi 

nhung doi tuong sau day? 

a. Nguoi Ion tuoi hon: 

b. Nguoi nho tuoi hon: 

c. Nguoi bang tuoi: 

d. Nguoi cung gioi: 

e. Nguoi khac gioi: 

f. Nguoi co dia vi co hon: 

g. Nguoi co dia vi thap hon: 

h.Nguoi ngang hang: 
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-----------------------------------------------
i. Nguoi ho hang gan: 

---------------------------------------------·-
j. Nguoi ho hang xa: 

Nguoi nao do rnoi ban dung com tai nha vao toi chu nhat, ban 

rnnh nhung khong muon di. Ban se tra loi ra sao voi nhung doi 

tuong sau day? 

a. Nguoi lon tuoi hon: 

b. Nguoi nho tuoi hon: 

c. Nguoi bang tuoi: 

d. Nguoi cung gioi: 

e. Nguoi khac gioi: 

fNguoi co dja vi co hon: 

g. Nguoi co dia vi thap hon: 

h.N guoi ngang- hang: 

L Nguoi ho hang gan: 

j. Nguoi ho hang xa: 
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APPENDIXC 

Role-play: (Interviewee plays role of inviter) 

1 You and B are friends. You would like B to come to some event 
(e.g. a movie/ a play/ a picnic) (i.e.something outside the home) 

2 You and D are friends. You 
would 1ike D (and his/her 
spouse if there is one) to come 
for a meal at home next Friday 
evenrng. 

3 It's your birthday in two weeks 
time (May 24th) You have 
decided to have a party in the 
evening of your birthday. You 
would like E to come. 

4 You got a new boss a few 
months ago. You don't know 
this person very well as yet but 
you decide to ask this person 
for a meal at home. What do 
you say? 

5 You suddenly decide on the 
spur of the moment that you 
would like a friend to come 
and have a meal that night. 
You ring them up. 

6 You suddenly find yourself 
with cJ<tra tickets far a concerL 
and think an acquaintance 
you haven't seen for some time 
might want lo use them. 

7 A friend rings you up and 
invites you to have supper with 
him/her/them that night. You 
are free to go. What would you 
say? 

8 You are a student. You want 
to invite your professor to a 
formal dinner. What would 
you say - or do? 



9 You are professor at the 
university where B is an M.A. 
student. You hnve taueht 
him/her in class a couple of 
times before. You want to 
invite him/her to a BBQ. ·what 
would you say? 
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APPENDIX D 

OJ 

t:i\ 
\f:i1J 

) 

vu1 i<JllQ cle11 11&c r1Jou ct1urHJ .-w1 cling g1a d;nh ci1u•11J !(), 

l<,11 ___ ----~-------
<'g3y \h3ng 11.1111 : '1,: 

lh/11~ ng2y lh3ng <,117 

S_V hien di&11 cUa 

1'3 ri,ern v1nh h3nh cl10 gia d1:,h c!1lln9 t6i 

Kf:,nr .\IOI 

1 2 1 

ml 



Tr6n tro110 kin!, m6i 

vul 10119 dli"' dv bv6i !ih_. __ chur,g 

o:Ung chUng !Oi loi -s-

,Oa /Uc giO 11Clm I 9 

(nhlim ng6y nom 

SY' h1~n d1~n cUo ·-------· 
(6 ni~m -,,jr,j,, ~onh cho 910 dinh d1U11g 

vol 

K INU MC11 

HOn l1 ,i cU' h(rnh ta, 

vtlo file ____ ~W' __ r..giJy __ t~l ~-cn.im/9 __ 

{ nh/i.m rig,iy __ th/2.n~ ___ n<lm-------~-1 
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Y,ew, and fa,e- g'/,,veao.,u 

~-1-b ti,.,., j,6=.M~ a/ I.he =f,.a.r';;f' o/ 

w akJ,.,2ft. ti,.c 2:1 .JL ~, o/ t/,_,_,o.. .J-OJ,, 

.A&/Uzen,, µ,,, / 
/a,,./u-e,--<~.-.. ~ ,~/ l,n.nw, 

an . .9?.i.tu,,,,.J,ay,,,_".J~ ,_§le.£...ua-o/, 1.9.91, ,~I 7.0(} /1,rn, 

afld a/l==/4 fo. dllv-uJ•• 

¼my.,,, :/{~£ 
a: yq,,·g, 
~- .9 Yek.tuvy, :l.9Y:I 

,-r7 
!.1.t.1.! 
I 1.1.s I 
i. R_.._1 

INDUSTRJAL REffAB/l/TAT/ON SERVICE 

lo J luncheon .al our< .iriberr,-1 u{{icc ,11 Unil 9. /6~ /'iPu.r.151/c S(rel fy,1!11.11cJ.; 

from 11 JO pm - 1:50 pn1 

We look forw;.:ird ro met'ling yuu ,md d,.,,cu.s.sing tlleciii•1' f?rhabi/il;i1ion in lfw Workp/,1cc. 

IL5 V,I' 
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...J..J.:,, .,-,a, :f.Oti"' ca.mfa.<'-'J' {n, O• ><~ 

g:; ~ u) ~ CfnniA'=~=-J 

c:',cE.,~t-t,u n., 

fn, 
0\L,,.;,w & CJL,i~,1 

',:r f~-~ n.lin.en!of 0t~L.-,.wu.u,.l'' 

rnal.J',,.,,__,t 

~olwu:l.a~, 2-4lf\, C:ru..:~u.~L 1991 

al 7 00r"' 

~K. 2l T1 ~J~ 

1oll',.(t."J ..... o1, 1991 

M~ irnd Mrs. Robert J °""11i111 

:l ~ ;ii~,, 
!R.Ctll':t '.h,, ... 
J,,..,b"' 2t;ol1 

wiW 11·10 be lmoun /bot on 
,\iUurot1)", ti,,.• lu.,.,~r/yt?IF,bth d.,y ~j ja,11"")' 

In 111'! ),,,.,. 

iO ,l/,,i,1 Srrl'\'t 

/lr,d;:,~1<111:'r, 5115 

Ot1,• rt,,.,i,sa,,d ,r{ne /Nr,drr;d and mn~t_r /fr~ 
11r four a'clorll. In the nflm1(>"m 

//)<'tr dauf,hl,,.,-

~Mody An!!e 
wi/1 ut'd 

Mr A<b,i,n 0.,/,! Young 
"'Sr.john', O,,,r.h 

lf'r,u,on Tcrmct, S1<'rling 
and uvJ/d be l:11:mo~rcd by 1/,c pr-tu>rrct of 

IUl'.P. 

II n'Ce{'tion Jolll;wln"g /be cnrrno,iy 
. - u,(U /,r beld r,t 

01.L\'lon llo=· Reilai,rml/ 
~6 Lau= Road, Ifill Fl,mk 

14thjmrunry•. l995 
10 Main Stn.'fl 

llridgc,mtrr, 5155 

c,,, .S.1111rdm: ~6~/., j,,,,,,,,ri: l9'J\ '"" MuA•hi,'f'. 
.lfel,;.,fl' ..lm1<•, u·i-i join hands i,1 ma/'Tl/1~e .,,:/J Adn.rn 

Dair l\11rn1: in a rn,_,,,,o,q· In I><' bdd a: Ir fr,lm '.< Onu,/,. 

\l"ins1on T<-m,cr, S1,.,-/i",~ al 4 ()p) p.m. 

~ n'CeJ1rfon u,11 Jn/1111,· m R1u/m1 H,,~"' Jie<1m,r,1,,r 

76 f.au,.,,,,c~ Road. /Ml lkmk ar 6 ()(J /' ,,;, 

W,- m:mld Ix (11,'N,t'd If J'P" wuM pm 111 011 /~1-, 

bo.{'ft')' U,X,1Jior1 ,i,,.f ask 1/)(11 )"'"Jam.,,'" ,.,,h .1""' 
rt"p/> /:,('fin J41hj,11w,m•. !_9')~ 

lbw~ tl"r:im:ly 
R-'Jb<,n a,i,I \',,rci/1r nm,1,m, 
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